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Executive Summary
Oceanomics was contracted by the Northern Territory Seafood Council (NTSC) to identify
infrastructure needs to underpin growth of the NT seafood industry over the next ten years. Our
findings have been based upon extensive in-person and telephone interviews with key industry,
infrastructure and government stakeholders; site visits to Darwin and Nhulunbuy and an on-line
survey of NTSC members (facilitated by NTSC).
Having undertaken a “stocktake” of existing infrastructure and associated limitations and challenges,
we explored potential improvements and future opportunities. This culminated in a proposal
prioritisation process with the NTSC Board and NT Government key stakeholders to rank proposals.
In the process of the review, we also made a number of recommendations which could be pursued
immediately to assist operations of the NT seafood industry.

Darwin Infrastructure Priorities
The majority of the Northern Territory fishing fleet is based in Darwin, and the vast majority of the
Darwin fleet is based in and around the Frances Bay precinct.
The Frances Bay existing facilities overall have sufficient capacity for the fishing industry, and the
infrastructure priorities for Darwin generally reflect a need for increased operating efficiency, a need
to value-add in downstream processing, and a desire to explore tourism synergies.
Project

Urgency

Importance

Cost

Comments

Mooring Basin
spare lock gates

High

High

$$

Seafood processing
precinct in Frances
Bay

Medium

High

$$$

Integrated tourism
complex

Low

V. High

$$$$

Second Service
Wharf in Mooring
Basin
Covered Service
Wharf unload area

Low

Medium

$$$

Substantially reduce Mooring Basin shut period, increase
vessel, personnel and public safety.
The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and Logistics
should consider an optimisation analysis of the lock gate
maintenance shut period, including the possibility of using
a spare set of lock gates to reduce the shut period.
Lease land in Frances Bay for multiple processing facilities.
The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and Logistics
should consider making a site near Frances Bay available
on commercial terms for the purposes of multi-user
processing facilities and cold storage.
Replicate Mooloolaba/Fremantle combined
tourism/seafood potential attraction
A cross-departmental business case and analysis of a
combined tourism/seafood hub facility to be initiated (by
Fisheries, Infrastructure and Tourism).
Reduce congestion both landside and vessels

High

Medium

$$
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Replaces temporary shelters, to reduce product/packaging
degradation

Covered
Fishermans Wharf
unload area
Replace/refurbish
corroded finger
wharves
24/7 on-line
wharf/lock booking
system
Dredging program

High

Low

$$

Replaces temporary shelters, to reduce product/packaging
degradation

Low

High

$$

Maintain Mooring Basin vessel accommodation/capacity

High

Medium

$

Improve availability, low-cost, with appropriate
transparency to assist with enforcement.

Medium

Medium

$$

Eliminate tidal restrictions around Fishermans Wharf and
lock channel

Please refer to the Darwin section of this report for extensive discussion of the above projects and
explanations of the urgency, importance and cost ratings.

Nhulunbuy Infrastructure Priorities
The NTG Departments of Trade, Business and innovation and Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics
jointly, with the support of the Department of the Chief Minister are actively investigating options
for new maritime infrastructure to improve access in the Nhulunbuy area, suitable for the fisheries
and aquaculture industries, as well as other sectors such as tourism and charter fishing.
Nhulunbuy faces challenges from its remote nature, in terms of service by air (limited and expensive
for both passengers and freight), road (cost, wet-season reliability, limited freight loads, damage and
delays from poor road conditions, access permits) and sea (cost, monopoly service, frequency,
duration). Commercial fisheries operations based from Nhulunbuy number only 6 (only 4 of which
are currently active). However, of the 35 fishing operators replying to the NTSC online survey, 11
replied that they would consider basing at least a portion of their operations in Nhulunbuy if suitable
access was available, and indicated a substantial increase in landings would be possible in the short
term once maritime access was feasible, and a further increase possible once road access was
improved.
Project

Urgency

Importance

Cost

Comments

Accessible
wharf/pontoon with
associated fuel, water,
sewage/sullage
Cold storage, processing
and service facilities
provision
East Arnhem road
upgrade

High

High

$$$

The major barrier to significant expansion of
commercial fishing in Nhulunbuy

Medium

Medium

$$

Multi-species 3rd-party processing facilities in
new-build facility (or industrial estate)

Medium

High

$$$$

Improvements to NT
SAR facilities, resources
and arrangements

Low

Medium

$$

Not fisheries-specific, likely to proceed in any
case with $225m funding ($180m
Commonwealth, balance NTG) programmed
over the next 6-7 years
Basing (resourcing and integration) of a longrange rescue craft at Nhulunbuy. Currently
there is no Search-And-Rescue base between
Darwin and Cairns

Please refer to the Nhulunbuy section of this report for extensive discussion of the above projects
and explanations of the urgency, importance and cost ratings.
We made three general recommendations regarding commercial fisheries operations in Nhulunbuy:
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1. Fishing and aquaculture operators considering setting up operations in and around
Nhulunbuy should contact Developing East Arnhem Land (DEAL) for assistance, especially for
sourcing housing, and general commercial assistance.
2. Operators considering using Nhulunbuy in the near future, negotiate better access terms
and costs with Sea Swift as a group.
3. The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and Logistics should consider the opportunities
presented by a hub barging model from Nhulunbuy to other communities. The Department
could also consider the likely opportunities arising from an increase in tourism and possible
primary and other industry development.

Remote Fisheries Infrastructure Priorities
Commercial wild caught and aquaculture operations outside the environs of Darwin and Nhulunbuy
are extremely remote and dominated by the enormous distances involved, poor road infrastructure
(typically seasonally impassable), limited and expensive barge transportation, a lack of remote
services and infrastructure, and problems with (or simply non-existent) efficient communication.
Issues faced by commercial remote fishers are dominated by maritime access (in particular issues
around Traditional Owner permits, due to the near-term implementation of permit restrictions
commencing 1st January 2019 as a result of the Blue Mud Bay High Court decision) which is not
particularly amenable to infrastructure-based solutions. The indicated infrastructure priorities of
remote fisheries are dominated by communications-related projects, and local opportunities for
improving product quality (processing and cold-storage).
Project

Urgency

Importance

Cost

Comments

Telecoms small cell
base stations (Black
Spot program)

Medium

High

$$

Satellite handset
provision
NBN satellite ability
for remote and
offshore service

High

High

$

High

High

$

VMS lost-link alarm
system
Improved Roper
River (and other)
road access
Improved coverage
of closure line
markers

High

High

$

Medium

V. High

$$$$

Accelerate or subsidise remote fisheries
locations' Black Spot program installation.
Remote fisheries operators’ associations add
their locations to the Black Spot database and
approach the NTG for support with
prioritisation, and the Department of
Communication and the Arts to investigate
funding fisheries-related mobile base station
locations.
Subsidise low-cost satellite handsets in remote
fisheries.
Change NBN policy or fund equipment
provision for remote/offshore broadband.
NTSC to investigate whether the Department of
Communication and the Arts may be willing to
assist with NBN registered address policy
and/or inshore/offshore vessels.
With VMS becoming compulsory, a VMS-lostlink escalation improves safety response
Seasonally impassable, currently requires 8-9
days barging as alternate

Medium

Medium

$$
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Source of considerable conflict between TO,
recreational and commercial fishers

Access to
Maningrida fish
processing for
commercial fishers
Freezer container
cold storage in
Maningrida
Replicate
Maningrida fish
processing
containers in other
communities
Widen Maningrida
barge ramp

Medium

High

$

Underutilised facilities, significant expansion of
employment and economic viability

Medium

Medium

$

Necessary to value-add (fillet) reef fish for
Darwin market, in conjunction with the above

Low

High

$$

Several communities would benefit from
employment, local fish consumption and highvalue exports

Medium

Medium

$

Access not possible when barges are present

Please refer to the Remote Fisheries section of this report for extensive discussion of the above
projects and explanations of the urgency, importance and cost ratings.

Aquaculture Infrastructure Priorities
Aquaculture ventures operations by their nature include substantial infrastructure, much of which is
on-farm. We have excluded consideration of on-farm infrastructure from this review. Many of the
general infrastructure issues raised in the previous sections are also relevant to the general
development of aquaculture. The Aquaculture priorities suggested focus on capacity growth and risk
reduction.
Project

Urgency1

Importance

Cost2

Comments

Humpty Doo 22kV
power line upgrade

Medium

High

$$

Allow project expansion beyond short term

Darwin Aquaculture
Centre expansion

High

High

$$$$

Growth in current pearl, clam, barramundi,
trepang and other commercial operations will
exceed current capacity of DAC

1

The urgency reflects a judgement as to whether the facility will make a significant difference in the short
term (2-3 years, “High”) or medium-term (5-7 years, “Medium”). The importance reflects a subjective
judgement as to the benefits of the facility
2
The cost reflects an indication of a preliminary estimate. Scoping studies would be needed to provide
concept-stage estimates.
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1 Introduction
This report forms the primary output of a project to identify infrastructure needs that underpin
growth of the NT seafood industry in the next ten years.

1.1

Objective

Oceanomics was contracted by the NTSC to supports the strategic infrastructure planning for
commercial fishing in the NT by documenting the current status, limitations and opportunities within
the current infrastructure and also outlining the future needs of the industry.
This report is intended to assist in developing factual business cases to influence the Priority Ports
Infrastructure and Investment Plan, which the Department of Trade, Business and Innovation will
publish subsequently. There is a need to identify where there are growth opportunities in the
seafood industry and where infrastructure upgrades to existing facilities could accelerate industry
growth.

1.2

Outputs
•

•
•

1.3

Identification of the current infrastructure utilised, limitations and opportunities for
improvement for wild catch fisheries (Aquarium, Mud Crab, Barramundi, Coastal Line,
Coastal Net, Development, Trepang, Timor Reef, Demersal, Spanish Mackerel, Offshore Net
and Line), and the NT aquaculture sector (pearling, Barramundi and prawns).
Determination of the future infrastructure needs for the commercial fishing industry within
next 10 years.
Scoping of the issues that would need to be considered in delivering the identified
infrastructure.

Project scope

Overview of the current and potential future of wildcatch and aquaculture ventures within the NT
with respect to product volumes and infrastructure needs for both intra-NT trade and export from
the NT (both domestic and international). Undertake interviews with the Chairs of the respective
fishery/sector as well as invite input from operators and licence holders.
Document the existing infrastructure utilised by the commercial industry within the NT and the
capacity of the current industry:
•
•
•
•
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Facilities, location, frequency of use
Limitations, opportunities for improvement within existing infrastructure
Current constraints on the use of infrastructure
The no. of vessels and size of vessels

•
•

The volumes of product (e.g. tonnes of fish, number of clients)
Avenues for integrating the needs of the fishing industry with those of the broader NT
community, including government agencies (e.g. Department of Planning, Infrastructure
and Logistics, Department of Primary Industry and Resources, Australian Defence Force,
AFMA, Customs/Quarantine and Police).

Determine infrastructure needs for industry in the next 10 years through considering matters such
as:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The volumes of product (e.g. tonnes of fish, number of clients) needed to deliver
sustainable and commercially viable ventures,
The no. of vessels and size of vessels
Having protected shelter for vessels in cyclones
Potential fishing related infrastructure developments that may deliver increased
commercial activity and employment to the NT (e.g. unloading facilities)
Potential to link to and/or leverage off related activities that occur within the
surrounding areas (e.g. Cullen Bay, Nhulunbuy Wharf); NT and possibly interstate and
overseas.
Who needs to be aware of the industry’s future infrastructure needs.

2 Methodology
The authors undertook an extensive in-person and telephone interview program with key industry,
infrastructure and government stakeholders, to understand infrastructure limitations and
possibilities.
Site visits to Darwin and Nhulunbuy were undertaken to inspect available and prospective
infrastructure.
The Northern Territory Seafood Council facilitated an on-line survey of its membership, to garner a
wider insight into infrastructure-related problems and possibilities.
The resulting infrastructure-related possibilities were refined to merge duplicates and eliminate nonfeasible proposals or those with significant adverse effects.
The principal author coordinated prioritisation sessions in November 2018 with the NTSC Board and
NT Government key stakeholders to rank infrastructure proposals.

3 Categorising Infrastructure
The infrastructure needs of such a diverse industry spread across a huge area are themselves
diverse.
Rather than comparing vastly different needs and problems, from the efficient and urban Darwin
fishing base, to the as-yet unfulfilled potential of the remote Nhulunbuy hub, to the simple survival
challenges of the solitary remote inshore fisheries and the very different challenges of the broadacre aquaculture ventures in the NT, we have decided to group them geographically. Namely:
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•
•
•
•

Darwin Infrastructure
Nhulunbuy Infrastructure
Remote Fisheries Infrastructure
Aquaculture Infrastructure

In each case, we identify the infrastructure currently used, the problems facing the current
operators, gather suggested infrastructure project proposals, and categorise present priorities. . In
some cases, we note possible non-infrastructure solutions.
We then justify a few of the major proposals, with a view to this justification forming the basis for
business and investment cases.

4 The NT Commercial Wild Catch and Aquaculture Sector
The NT Commercial wild catch and aquaculture sectors produced 6700 tonnes at an estimated value
of $78.3 million in the 2016/17 year (ABARES, 2018).
There are 11 main wild catch fisheries each requiring separate licences and each operating under
their own gear restrictions, defined area and management regulations: Aquarium, Barramundi,
Coastal Line, Coastal Net, Demersal, Mud Crab, Offshore Net and Line, Spanish Mackerel, Timor Reef
and Trepang. There are 190 registered fishing vessels. The estimated value of the wild capture sector
was $43.8 million in 2016/7.
The two major aquaculture activities are Pearl Oyster culture and Barramundi farming (with a major
prawn farming proposal being contemplated). Other products include Sea Cucumber (Trepang),
giant clams and freshwater plants. Sea Cucumber 'ranching' occurs on Goulburn Island and Groote
Eylandt, with hatchery-produced juveniles used to restocked suitable areas at sea. The estimated
value of aquaculture in 2016/17 was $34.4 million.
Further detail of the sectors is attached in Appendix 1.
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5 Darwin
Darwin is a modern developed city with an approximate population of 146,000 in 2016. The largest
industry sectors economically are mining, oil/gas, tourism and defence. Significant recent economic
impacts are the completion of construction of gas infrastructure (specifically the Inpex LNG plant,
pipeline and related maritime assets), and the deployment of 2,500 US Marines from 2017 onwards.
Darwin is Australia’s closest major shipping port to Asia – it is closer to Shenzhen, Singapore and
Denpasar than it is to some of Australia’s capital cities. The strategic location of Darwin reduces
shipping/air freight times to Asia.
Darwin International Airport receives regular direct domestic and international services from several
major and local airlines.
The deep-water Port of Darwin provides modern freight handling facilities, a dedicated bulk liquids
berth and links with an intermodal road-rail network across Australia.
Darwin as a transport hub has sea, air, road and rail services including:
•

•

•
•

5.1

24/7 Darwin International Airport, which supports four million passengers per annum and
recently underwent a $75 million renovation. The airport precinct includes 87 hectares of
undeveloped land for aviation related and ancillary support services
The Port of Darwin, which is a multi-use, mixed cargo and marine services port, directly
linked to the national rail network, and connected by major highways to other capital cities;
pricing is independently monitored by the Utilities Commission, integrated with:
o Cold storage facilities to support the import and export of perishable commodities
o The Darwin Marine Supply Base, designed and purpose built to service current and
future demands of the Australasian offshore oil and gas industry
o The Darwin Business Park, a 100-hectare strategic corporate industrial estate, close
to the port, Marine Supply Base and AustralAsia railway terminus
o A 150-hectare waterfront Marine Industry Park with road, rail and sea links
The Transport Industry Precinct, 90 hectares of industrial estate in close proximity to
transport nodes
Coastal shipping across northern Australia

Fisheries infrastructure and limitations

5.1.1 Issues of concern to Darwin commercial fishers
An online survey and in-person and telephone interviews of current Darwin-based commercial
fishers elaborated the following list of main infrastructure issues:
•
•
•

Lack of cold-storage/processing facilities. There are no facilities of significant scale to process
or store significant seafood quantities in Darwin
Annual Mooring Basin shut period. The annual 3-week shut period causes considerable
operational inconvenience and expense, and is a significant safety risk
Service Wharf congestion. Wharf frontage is limited, and considerable congestion ensues at
peak unload times (often Mondays)
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•

•
•

•
•

Fishermans Wharf congestion. During the annual Mooring Basin shut period, the Service
Wharf congestion transfers to Fishermans Wharf, and is exacerbated by the considerable
vessel movement needed to access wharf load/unload positions
Lack of cover on Service Wharf and Fishermans Wharf. Product and packaging degrades
under the sun and rain during unloading
After-hours booking access and booking enforcement. Booking is currently done during
daylight hours by contact with a mobile phone, which is inconvenient for vessels coming in
after hours. Often assigned berths are occupied by other vessels, and vessels have to
relocate
Export airfreight access. There is little capacity or availability of seafood air freight from
Darwin direct to Asian export markets
Tidal restrictions. Fishermans Wharf and the Mooring Basin channel are not accessible at low
tides by the larger vessels

The majority of the Northern Territory fishing
fleet is based in Darwin, and the vast majority
of the Darwin fleet is based in and around the
Frances Bay precinct.
The largest offshore-fishery vessels (Demersal,
Timor Reef, Northern Prawn) are in the 2030m LOA size range, the Spanish Mackerel
vessels somewhat smaller (down to 17m LOA).
Inshore fisheries tend to use smaller vessels,
with the Coastal Line and Barramundi fisheries
7-12m LOA with the dive fisheries (Trepang
and Aquarium) around 17m.
5.1.2 Darwin marine facilities subsidies
The fees charged to users of the Frances Bay
Marine Facilities do not cover operational
Map 1: France Bay precinct
costs. The current shortfall is approximately
$860 000 per annum3 (excluding depreciation)
borne by Government and subsidises users of the facilities. In addition, significant capital
expenditure is required to extend the operational life of the existing infrastructure. Government is
undertaking this in a staged capacity and has recently completed works to repair concrete
deterioration at the finger wharves and at Fisherman’s Wharf, has replaced ladders at Raptis Wharf

3

Email to NTSC by Andrew Kirkman, CEO DIPL 14/2/2019
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to improve the safety of egress from vessels utilising this facility and has refurbished Hornibrooks
Pontoon.
Further investment will need to focus on maintaining the integrity of existing assets to ensure
continued operation of the Frances Bay Marine Facilities, at least in the short to medium term, prior
to consideration being given to the provision of additional infrastructure.
5.1.3 Facility bookings
Darwin maritime infrastructure bookings are made by telephone or e-mail, generally between
6:30am and 3:30pm4. Bookings are a source of considerable concern amongst Darwin commercial
fishers, due to the limited hours (vessels often wish to arrange bookings outside those hours), and
the lack of transparency (operators cannot see
who has booked space and so one disruption
Recommendation:
from a wayward or delayed vessel has the
potential for snowballing vessel movement
An on-line, 24/7 system for all maritime
errors)5.
bookings be initiated, with full transparency of
bookings and availability.

On-line booking systems are commercially
available off the shelf at modest cost. Even with
customisation of functionality and re-branding of a commercial system it is difficult to see the
upfront cost being greater than $10,000, and the incremental on-going annual cost being greater
than $2,000 pa.
5.1.4 Frances Bay future plans
The NT Planning Commission has commenced Stage 2 of the area planning process for Central
Darwin and surrounding areas. When complete, the Central Darwin Area Plan (CDAP) will provide
long-term guidance for land use and development, including the Frances Bay area.
The current Draft Central Darwin Area Plan6 includes the following features of note:
There is a potential seawall/storm surge barrier mooted offshore Frances Bay, with potential
reclamation (or moorings) off the current Paspaley and Gobi Desert areas (page 54/55). Page 54
indicates it is intended to be tidal-locked – more than 5 times the current locked area (Mooring
Basin). It would make the Mooring Basin locks redundant. The capital cost would presumably be

4

https://nt.gov.au/marine/for-all-harbour-and-boat-users/wharves-and-moorings-in-frances-baydarwin/book-the-lock-or-hardstand-space
5
For instance, a vessel overstaying its allotted time may cause a subsequently-booked vessel to arrive at an
occupied berth. The second vessel may then occupy a second berth because the first is occupied, has no way
of definitively knowing whether that second berth is also booked by a third vessel (or even when the first
vessel booking was meant to end). The result may be a loss of integrity and knock-on effects.
6
https://planningcommission.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/614830/draft-central-darwin-areaplan.pdf
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expensive and therefore long-term. We have not relied on this seawall/storm surge barrier
development proceeding in this report.
The concept sketch on page 55 shows what appears to be residential development in many places
around Frances Bay - but it is labelled "far term". Such development may not be compatible
alongside the substantial presence of the fishing fleet.
The Gobi Desert area is marked "mixed use" now instead of residential – this would presumably be
compatible with a processing/tourism complex.
Fishermans Wharf (page 28) is a potential ferry stop – which may become important in a tourismrelated development.
5.1.5 Mooring Basin (“Duckpond”)
The Frances Bay Mooring Basin is a marina mostly used for fishing and a small number of other
commercial vessels.

Figure 1: Service Wharf

The basin is tide-free and accessed
through a 30m by 15m lock. It has 85
berths for vessels up to 30m long, with
permanent berths on three finger
wharves plus a smaller number on the
northern and southern seawall
frontages. Berths have power and
water available. The Mooring Basin
has shower and toilet facilities but no
fuel facilities.

The “Service Wharf” comprises the south-eastern end of the Mooring Basin. It includes a hard-stand
concrete/tarmac area approximately 15m wide, and approximately 100m useable length (up to
three vessels alongside simultaneously). Typically, product is offloaded at the service wharf in fish
boxes or frozen cartons, via powered portable conveyors, onto pallets which are forklifted either to
nearby processing buildings or into refrigerated trucks on the Service Wharf (and in turn transported
to processors or markets). Berths on the north/south seawall frontages can offload directly without
needing the Service Wharf.
5.1.5.1

Mooring Basin issues

Capacity
The Mooring Basin has 85 permanent berths, leased to private operators. If a cyclone approach is
imminent, more than 85 vessels may seek shelter. The approach of cyclone Marcus (which impacted
Darwin on March 17, 2018) saw 93 vessels seek shelter in the Mooring Basin, necessitating some
crowding of berths to accommodate alongside, and vessels moored in turning zones and channels.
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Although no significant fishing vessel damage was reported, and cyclones are infrequent in Darwin,
the lack of sufficient capacity is of nominal concern7.
That said, we do not anticipate greatly increased capacity requirements. Usage of the Mooring Basin
has been increased in the past few years by supply vessels associated with the oil and gas industry.
With major construction projects now complete, this industry’s requirements for maritime service
are now reducing to on-going operation, a considerable reduction in vessel requirements. A short
review of recent oil and gas industry news revealed no new large oil/gas discoveries that would lead
to large Darwin-based support needs.
In addition, effective wharfage developed in Nhulunbuy will likely shift several vessels to that port
from Darwin, reducing Mooring Basin usage somewhat.
With the major fisheries under tight management controls, including moving to quotas, there is
limited possibility of volume increases in future years (driven by developing fisheries and underexploited non-quota species), and for the increases that may be anticipated, it is safe to assume
those product volume increases will be handled by a similar or
slightly greater number of vessels as at present, albeit perhaps
with some vessel upgrades, rather than large increases in vessel
numbers.
Overall, no increase in Mooring Basin capacity appears to be
required.
Finger wharf corrosion
Spalling and corrosion typical of concrete cancer was recently
found on the central finger wharf; as a result, the finger wharf
was de-rated and closed to vehicular loads until repairs were
completed.

Figure 2: Mooring Basin finger wharf

Given the similar age and construction of the remaining two finger wharves, it is reasonable to
assume that similar remediation work will be needed in the near future on all other finger wharves.

7

Of note is that capacity could be freed up as several vessels were not fishing operations. Some vessels serving
the Ichthys Inpex gas operations were accommodated; the completion of construction of the Ichthys project
has since reduced the need for service vessels. Assuming no other oil/gas project commences, over-crowding
may be less of an issue during the next cyclone. If Nhulunbuy is developed as a significant fishing port, some
Darwin-based vessels may also relocate there.
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Service wharf lack of cover

Figure 3: Service Wharf temporary cover

Product offload suffers from the lack of
cover on the Service Wharf.
Temperature control and cold-chain
assurance is a critical factor in seafood
product quality, and exposure to sun and
rain (especially in the wet season) causes
product and/or packaging degradation.
Some operators have constructed
mobile marquees on steel frames to
mitigate this, but this solution is clumsy
and flimsy (the marquees could become
airborne and dangerous in the event of a
cyclone). It is inefficient for each
operator to provide individual cover –

shared infrastructure would be more efficient.
It would seem reasonable to build a roof cover structure covering most (around ¾) of the Service
Wharf. Complete cover is inadvisable, as the Service Wharf is also used for maintenance which may
require craning of machinery – this precludes full cover of the Service Wharf. Service Wharf cover
(and to a lesser extent Fishermans Wharf cover – which would be of lesser concern if the shut period
duration was significantly reduced) was mentioned as a top-three priority of 70% of Darwin-based
respondents to the NTSC on-line survey.
The cost of such a cover may be close to $0.5m. Given almost all vessels use the Service Wharf, a
levy on Mooring Basin rents to recover the cost of construction over say 5 years would seem
appropriate.
Service wharf congestion
The Service Wharf suffers congestion, especially on Mondays (the day that many operators perform
turnarounds due to trucking availability). Only three large vessels can offload simultaneously8, and
only two lines of truck staging are possible. Hard-stand space is restricted (needs to be booked in
advance) with only two lanes of truck parking available on the Service Wharf.
The Mooring Basin is able to be freely accessed 06:30 to 18:00 each day, with a $330 lock charge
after hours. The charge dissuades operators from night-time movements and exacerbates daytime
Service Wharf congestion.

8

Possibility of 4 smaller or mixed-size vessels
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Lock gate decommissioning
The lock gates are decommissioned every August for
approximately three weeks for maintenance and
inspections. During this time, vessels cannot pass
through the Mooring Basin entrance and are
effectively isolated if they remain in the Mooring
Basin. Operators wishing to use their vessels must
exit prior to the closure.
The decommission period imposes considerable
operational disruption to the Darwin-based fishing
fleet. All vessels wishing to operate must depart the
Figure 4: Inner lock gate removed for overhaul mooring basin, and when in Darwin either berth
August 2018
alongside Fishermans Wharf (see below) or anchor in
the Darwin roadstead or elsewhere, with a considerable loss of operational flexibility and an
increase in vessel manning.
Darwin-based fishing operators
regard the annual Mooring Basin
shut period as their most
significant infrastructure-related
problem9. The shut period causes
slower vessel turnarounds (due
to the less efficient load/unloads
on Fishermans Wharf), higher
vessel manning levels (vessels
Figure 5: Darwin roadstead - fishing vessels anchored during annual Mooring
cannot be left unmanned either
Basin shut period
on Fishermans Wharf or
anchored in the roadstead), adverse product quality effects due to weather exposure and slower
unload times, higher maintenance costs due to greater vessel wear/damage from the tidal range and
wave action, and (perhaps most significant) greater risk of accidents due to poorer vessel mooring,
congestion, less-familiar procedures and worse access. Reduction of the Mooring Basin shut period
is a high priority.
The seasonal timing of the shut is close to optimal,
being outside the highly-seasonal peak periods of the
Northern Prawn fishery10, although a slightly earlier July
shut may be safer (and allows the possibility of overruns in unforeseen circumstances.

Figure 6: NPF seasonality

9

Other fisheries are still landing catch during the shut
period, however, so the shut length is significant for

93% of NTSC survey respondents operating from Darwin in the on-line survey indicated the shut period was
one of their three top infrastructure problems – this was unguided (freeform entry without suggestions)
10
NPF vessels occupy 10 of the Mooring Basin berths
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other operational purposes (as indicated by the fishing operator on-line survey responses).
Whilst the work required for the annual decommissioning undoubtedly varies each year, sporadic
observation of the lock work in August 2018 showed considerable opportunity for shortening the
decommissioned time of the Mooring Basin lock gates.
Observations included:
1. A large degree of the work being performed by the lock operators, with only modest outside
contractor assistance. Assuming that at least some of the critical-path tasks were resourceconstrained, using outside contractors would save decommissioning time.
2. No out-of-hours work was apparent. Whilst out-of-hours work is more expensive (due to
overtime rates, additional lighting etc.) and limited (some operations cannot be undertaken
at night for safety reasons), significant shortening of the decommissioning period could be
achieved.
3. Non-critical-path work was being performed. For example, a team was employed to remove
encrusting marine growth on the Mooring Basin walls once the water level was lowered (this
task could be performed at other times, not being absolutely necessary during the
decommissioning period). Whilst some tasks may be opportunistically performed if the
resources involved are not required for critical path tasks, it is likely that some tasks diverted
critical-path resources and lengthened the decommissioning period.
We estimate (admittedly with no detailed
knowledge of the critical-path planning for the shut
period) that the duration might be shrunk by a third
(one week) by an operational review.
The major task performed during the annual shut
period that cannot be performed at other times is
replacement of the lock door seals. Whilst the shut
period may be significantly shortened by
operational/management measures implied above,
Figure 7: Inner lock gate (from Mooring Basin)
the largest single improvement in the shut period
would be the purchase of a third (spare) set of lock gates, enabling most lock gate maintenance to
be carried out with the Mooring Basin in full operation (likely reducing the shut period by an
additional third).
A spare lock gate would cost of the order of $1m. Canvassing of the NTSC Board members indicated
that this cost was something of a “no-brainer”, and that they could support the cost being recovered
from Mooring Basin users. A 5-year levy on berth-holders to recover the upgrade cost may be
acceptable (perhaps pro-rated to vessel length to improve equity).
Lock wall tie-backs
The lock channel walls were originally tied back to the adjacent filled area anchors by steel tie bars
buried in the landfill behind the walls. Investigations in recent years have indicated that the tie bars
have corroded and are unlikely to retain their rated strength, with the risk of collapse of the lock
channel walls into the lock channel. It is our understanding that various remedial schemes are being
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investigated (including excavating the fill behind the lock channel walls and adding large volumes of
concrete to stabilise the walls), but that the final remediation scheme and planning has not yet been
decided.
5.1.6 Lock channel water depth
Larger vessels cannot access the Mooring Basin at low tides. Whilst vessels can plan around this (by
slow steaming on arrival, or delaying departure), it inevitably reduces operating efficiency. Over
time, sediment deposition in the channel will increase the degree of disruption.
A dredging program is necessary to restore all-tide access for larger Mooring Basin vessels (which
have a draft of 3.5m). The dredging program would sensibly be combined with dredging adjacent to
Fishermans/Raptis Wharf to allow all-tide access there.
5.1.7 Fishermans Wharf
Fishermans Wharf is a 200m east-west aligned
wharf for fishing, commercial and recreational
vessels. Fishing and other commercial vessels
have priority over recreational vessels.
Services available at Fishermans Wharf include
re-fuelling (diesel), cargo and stores loading and
unloading, power and water. Fishermans Wharf Figure 8: Fishermans Wharf - non-shut period
is the primary fuelling point for the Darwin
fishing fleet with five diesel bowsers and one unleaded petrol bowser, provided via Bailey's Marine.
Fishermans Wharf southern edge is an approximately
400m long rock groyne. The northern side is a 200m steelpiled wharf topped with a reinforced concrete roadbed of
approximately 40m width. The northern side has a
seaward extension fenced off and used as a helipad.
5.1.7.1

Fishermans Wharf issues

Corrosion
The steel piling suffers considerable corrosion throughout
Fishermans Wharf. Piles have been replaced, and others
scheduled for replacement due to advanced corrosion.
Replacement generally requires the relevant section of the
roadbed to be cordoned off and heavy loads avoided.

Figure 9: Fishermans Wharf corrosion
remediation

Congestion/inflexibility
During the Mooring Basin decommission period, if not
actively employed fishing, most operators use Fisherman’s Wharf for product offloading and supply.
As a result, Fisherman’s Wharf is frequently congested during the annual Mooring Basin shutdown,
with vessels having to frequently relocate to accommodate others. It is not infrequent to have
vessels triple-berthed alongside, with resultant mooring security not being ideal.
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Vessels berthed at Fishermans Wharf cannot be left
unmanned (both for relocation reasons, and to adjust for tidal
movements), necessitating crew be rostered and
compensated. Available water depth restricts access to
Fishermans Wharf at low tides, exacerbating congestion
issues. A dredging program would ameliorate this.
During the Mooring Basin decommission period, a floating
pontoon is temporarily positioned along the northern wharf
edge, and product off-take and stores resupply is undertaken
via that pontoon. A mobile crane is positioned on the wharf,
primarily to lift product from the pontoon to trucks on the
wharf roadbed.
Pedestrian/recreational fisher/tourist/crew safety
Fishermans Wharf is normally open to public access (with the
Figure 10: Mooring congestion - Fishermans
exception of the August Mooring Basin shut period when
Wharf during Mooring Basin shut period
security fencing and guards are installed). Consequently,
tourists are attracted to the sights of the fishing operations, recreational fishers are attracted to the
angling possibilities of the wharf, and local residents are attracted to the possibility of purchasing
fish direct from the operators.
Given the wharf has extensive forklift, truck and crane operations, the proximity of pedestrians (and
the public generally) to heavy-vehicle operations is a safety hazard.
Given the wide tidal range and vessel surge due to wave action, crew access to vessels is difficult to
accommodate and often hazardous. The current lack of water depth at low tides adds to the issue.
Whilst safety management actions appear to be reasonable11, they merely minimise rather than
eliminate risk. Significantly shortening the Mooring Basin shut period significantly reduces the
remaining safety risks on Fishermans Wharf.
Fishermans Wharf lack of cover
Product offload (especially during the Mooring
Basin August shutdown) suffers from the lack of
cover on the wharf. Temperature control and
cold-chain assurance is a critical factor in product
quality, and exposure to sun and rain (especially in
the wet season) causes product and/or packaging
degradation. Operators with mobile marquees
may shift these to Fishermans Wharf during the
August peak period, but this solution is clumsy.
Figure 11: Product-offload conveyors, temporary cover

11

The scope of work of this report did not include a safety audit; this comment is merely based on casual
observations during the Mooring Basin shut period (when extensive safety measures are implemented). DIPL
does have a traffic management plan
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A solution to the lack of cover on the Mooring Basin Service Wharf is obviously of higher priority.
5.1.8 Hornibrooks Pontoon
Hornibrooks Pontoon is a floating pontoon
adjacent to (south of) Fishermans Wharf. Access
to the pontoon is via a footbridge from the
adjacent Hornibrooks Wharf.
Mangroves growing close to Hornibrooks
Pontoon limit under-keel clearance. Unloading
fishing cargo is free for the first eight hours if
booked in advance with the small ships
scheduler (a daily rate is charged after eight
hours).

Figure 12: Hornibrooks Pontoon

The shallow draft and limited size of Hornibrooks Pontoon means it is of limited utility to fishing
operators with the exception of casual usage by smaller vessels.
5.1.8.1 Careening poles
There are careening poles next to Hornibrooks
Pontoon in front of the Toll Marine wall. Water
is available but no shore power.
The poles are for vessels up to 28m long and
under 40 tonnes. Multi-hull vessels that weigh
over 40 tonnes may be berthed if they do not
rely on the poles for upright stability.
Figure 13: Careening poles

The careening poles are of limited utility to
fishing operators with the exception of smaller vessels seeking below-waterline access (for
inspections and light work) without the
expense of slipping12.
5.1.9 Raptis Wharf
Raptis Wharf is 50m long and runs northsouth adjacent to Fishermans Wharf and is
a steel sea-walled facility. It can be used for
berthing, loading and unloading but there
are no fuelling, power or water facilities.
Figure 14: Raptis Wharf and seaward side of Paspaley Heavylift
facility

Unloading fishing cargo is free for the first
eight hours if booked in advance with the small ships scheduler. A daily rate is charged after eight
hours.
A crane is available with a wharf weight limit of 60 tonnes (combined for crane and cargo).

12

There can be significant environmental restrictions on work performed during careening. For example,
activity that removes anti-fouling (such as water-jetting) is not permissible
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Raptis Wharf is essentially an extension of Fishermans Wharf and has similar operational
characteristics.
5.1.10 Paspaley Heavy-lift facility
The facility most commonly used by the Darwin fishing fleet
for slipping vessels is the Paspaley facility located
immediately north of Raptis Wharf. Operated by the
Paspaley subsidiary Pearl Marine Engineering, the facility
has a ship lifting capacity of approximately 2,500 tonnes,
with six dry berths and three wet berths. The shipyard
caters for vessels including tugs, barges, offshore support
craft, fishing vessels, work boats and naval vessels.
5.1.10.1 Paspaley Heavy-lift facility issues
Some shipyard activities, especially those involving dust,
Figure 15: Paspaley Heavy-lift facility entrance
fumes and noise, are difficult to integrate with
neighbouring property uses. These activities include sand/water blasting, spray painting and metal
fabrication. Shipyard activities may cause site contamination issues, particularly with asbestos, oils,
and anti-fouling residues.
At some point in future, the Paspaley Heavy-lift facility will move, most likely to East Arm (where a
dedicated heavy-lift area is planned)13.
This facility is planned for servicing of vessels up to 85m and is located on several freehold and
leasehold areas owned by Paspaley.
The only real concern for Darwin fishing operators
is whether such an upgraded facility may regard
servicing the existing fishing fleet as being of
marginal interest, leaving local operators
vulnerable to high pricing and poor operational
flexibility.
5.1.11 NT Marine Facility
This facility (to the north of the Gobi
Desert/Mooring Basin) owned by Tasmanian
Seafoods opened in October 2018. It includes
wharfage, 28,000 square metres of hardstand and
a ship-lift that can currently handle vessels up to
14m LOA and 150 tonnes.
Figure 16: Planned East Arm heavy-lift facility
The facility offers blasting/painting, boiler-making,
electrical and other services typically needed for minor maintenance through to full surveys.

13

http://epbcnotices.environment.gov.au/_entity/annotation/fb2bf108-424f-e811-886f005056ba00a8/a71d58ad-4cba-48b6-8dab-f3091fc31cd5?t=1526601600335
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Figure 17: Shore-side concept - Marine Industry Precinct

5.1.12 East Arm Port
At various times, the development of the Port of Darwin facility in East Arm included proposals for a
fishing industry base, to be formed by reclaiming tidal areas north of the port rail spur.
An interview with the Port of Darwin CEO confirmed that such a development is unlikely to occur, as
three rounds of investigations14 have revealed the sediment in the area to not be amenable to
compaction, meaning that spoil would have to be removed (with the associated cost and problems
of disposal), and fresh fill imported15. The combined development cost (approaching $1bn16) would
be unlikely to be justified by benefits to the fishing fleet.
There does not appear to be any current plans for the area of East Arm17 earlier mooted for the
possible fishing fleet relocation, meaning that the relocation option is still available if required.

5.2

Cold storage and processing infrastructure

There is very little in the way of available
fish processing and cold-store capacity
in Darwin18. As a result, high-volume
operators landing product in Darwin
that could otherwise take advantage of
processing facilities (e.g. Demersal,
Timor Reef and aquaculture operators)
instead generally supply southern
markets predominantly with whole or
frozen product, meaning opportunities
Figure 18: Possible second Service Wharf site, possible processing
for local value-adding are lost.
facility site behind (left)

14

The most recent being in mid-2018.
These issues were not fully anticipated by earlier consultant reports
16
Interview with Port of Darwin CEO, August 2018, estimate from recent consultant’s report
17
The area is the littoral area on the top of Figure 16
18
One example is Austop Fisheries’ existing processing facility in Frances Bay. The facility operates in a small
space, entirely within the cold store area, meaning processing and storage capacity is highly constrained.
15
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The business case for local value-added processing is partly dependent on wage differentials
between Darwin and southern capitals, and freight rates (roughly 50% reduction in both volume and
weight if fish are filleted compared to whole), and the speed of delivery)19.

Figure 19: "Gobi Desert" area - used currently for
temporary storage

Several operators have expressed a willingness to build
fish-processing facilities in Darwin. The business case
for high-volume fish processing would be greatly
affected by intermodal product handling. If product
can be transported from the offload (Service or
Fishermans) wharf to the processing facility by forklift,
then an additional truck journey (and the associated
delay and impact on product quality) is avoided –
which implies a maximum distance of approximately
700-1000m for the offload wharf to the processing
facility.

One Darwin-based operator20 recently purchased property in Frances Bay with the intention of
commencing greater processing, trans-shipment and cold-storage, illustrating the market demand
for such facilities. This facility (once fully established) would only cater for a small fraction of the
processing needs of Darwin operators, however.
Given the scarcity of land around Frances Bay, the logical placing of a new fish-processing area
would be the “Gobi Desert” area to the north and east of the Mooring Basin. Given multiple highvolume fishing operators are interested in pursuing processing facilities, a multi-user precinct (of
perhaps 5-6 processing facilities) approach makes considerable sense.
If combined with a second service wharf on the northern side of the Mooring Basin, an integrated
fisheries/tourism facility could be established.
Note that this area is reclaimed land and has not been consolidated or investigated for fill quality.
There are suggestions that low-quality fill was used in this area (including car bodies) that may
require geotechnical investigation.
There are alternative potential locations for a processing complex near the Mooring Basin.
Relocation of the Paspaley Heavylift facility would allow redevelopment of the area for processing.
We understand the area is well-compacted and able to withstand construction loads (this should be
verified before any action in this vein is undertaken).
The Sea Swift barge operations area is available, being listed for sale (presumably Sea Swift will
move their barge facility to East Arm where a barge facility is proposed by the Port of Darwin). A
portion of the current Sea Swift barge site may be suitable.
Site preparation costs might vary, therefore, depending on geotechnical inspections, from relatively
modest, to potentially $1.5m (assuming no remediation required for contamination). Construction

19

Note that some species (e.g. snappers) are not suitable for Darwin-based processing as the shelf life is
significantly shortened
20
Austop Fisheries, interview 11/2/2019, predominantly small pelagics and sharks
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costs for basic processing-only facilities (excluding the processing machinery and fit-out), assuming
say 5 operator-occupants with 1,200m2 each21, could average $1,310/m2 (based on published
estimates22) for a total of $7.9m, plus say another $2.5m for planning, roadworks, landscaping,
utilities. Note that this excludes the cost of processing machinery (which would be the responsibility
of the operators).
Development of the facilities (beyond site investigation and remediation) may well be left to
commercial-property developers, with the NT government acting as head-lease holder.

5.3

Export facilities

Little viable overseas export logistics infrastructure exists in Darwin (and indeed, the Northern
Territory more generally). Currently, significant quantities of chilled or fresh fish products from NT
are transported via road to other cities such as Toowoomba or Sydney for export. There are several
main reasons for this:
1.
2.

3.
4.

There is a lack of cold storage facilities at Darwin airport suitable for exporting seafood
products (2-3t capacity only).
There is no capacity to fillet fish at significant scale in the Northern Territory. Filleted
(rather than whole or trunked) fish are preferred in a number of major Asian markets.
Currently, as there are no cold storage export supply chains from Darwin airport, filleting
typically occurs closer to the airports from which the product is exported (mainly
Sydney) to maintain product freshness. Establishing cold storage export supply chains to
Asia from Darwin airport would enable the establishment of a local filleting facility in
Darwin.
There is little viable air-freight export capacity ex-Darwin for high-value product.
There may be other factors affecting the ability to process fish in Darwin (for instance
labour costs and availability). These may not be revealed until serious planning for
export volumes is undertaken.

The first three above factors combined are a constraint to exports especially for high-value products
and the NT aquaculture industry. By removing these barriers to export, the volume of fresh (high
value) seafood products could increase by up to an estimated 1,500 tonnes per year23, over and
above what the industry would otherwise export.
5.3.1 Darwin airport infrastructure developments
Currently Darwin International Airport has substantially higher freight costs per kilogram than the
main export ports of Sydney and Brisbane. The airport believes this is largely due to lack of facilities
such as a Unit Load Device (ULD) loader, cold storage facility and vaporised heat treatment (VHT),
along with fewer passenger flights, limiting economies of scale.
Developing the capability to handle perishable produce may make the airport more attractive to
exporters by allowing immediate export to Asian markets. If the current cost of freight can be
21

A relatively modest size. Area requirements depends on the volume of product handled, the degree of
mechanization (generally the more automated, the larger footprint) and the complexity of the process.
22
https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table for High Bay Warehouse, standard configuration,
concrete floor, pre-cast concrete wall clad plus 20% Darwin cost premium
23
The majority of this potential increase would be likely to travel via sea rather than air
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reduced to competitive levels with freight ex Sydney and Brisbane the airport anticipates that NT
producers will be encouraged to reroute their exports through Darwin International Airport and this
may provide the economies of scale required to permanently bring down freight costs. The facility
may also attract other producers to commence or increase exports.
Darwin Airport currently has only 2-3 tonnes of cold storage freight capacity on site at QANTAS
Freight’s facility. It is envisaged that the proposed Darwin International Airport Freight Hub (the
Hub) would have significantly greater capacity (approximately 250 tonnes or pallets) and will
become a transhipping freight hub for
perishable produce in the region — both
for export to Asia and to other capital
cities within mainland Australia. The cold
storage facility will be located on the
airport with land and airside access24.
The airport has 17 regular international
flights to Singapore and Denpasar per
week, with more than 51 tonnes of
unused cargo capacity each week in
these planes, or 2,652 tonnes per
annum.
Any significant increase in exports is
contingent on an increase in the number
of international passenger services from
Figure 20: Darwin Airport freight facility
Darwin to destinations that would
demand these products. In addition,
mangoes (the main proposed fresh horticultural export product) have a limited window (2-3
months) each year in which they can be exported.
5.3.2 Airfreight capacity limitations
With the withdrawal of Air Asia, Malaysia Airlines and Philippine Airlines from Darwin, the only
remaining international direct flights are Silk Air (a Singapore Airlines subsidiary) which operates a 6day/week service to Singapore, and Donghai Airlines operates two services a week (Wednesdays and
Sundays) to Shenzhen. Most seafood exports currently transit via other state capitals (Sydney and
Brisbane being the most common), with extended transit times, and increased risk of mis-shipment
delay or loss of temperature control.
Both airlines operate B737-800 class single-aisle aircraft, which have limited belly freight capacity.
In addition, Silk Air does not permit any shipment containing saltwater (due to an unrelated incident
on Singapore Airlines elsewhere in their network – saltwater is a hazard in aircraft freight due to
possible interference with aircraft systems and corrosion), and hence fresh seafood effectively
cannot be carried.

24

Of note is that some product (namely live Mud Crabs) requires near-ambient temperatures (20oC) rather
than cold storage. This can be resolved by appropriate provision in the cold storage facility
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5.4

Seafood tourism

Darwin has a high-potential inbound tourism sector, yet to be fully developed. Chinese tourism to
Australia is growing at 13% annually (and they are a high-spending segment), and seafood is a major
part of the attraction25. As an example, over half of the 700,000 annual Chinese visitors to Sydney
visit the Sydney Fish Market26.Despite Darwin’s proximity to source countries, visitors from Greater
China numbered only 17,50027.
Seafood precincts are proven tourism destination drawcards worldwide. The original model was San
Francisco’s Fisherman’s Wharf, which although dating back to the mid-1800s was developed as a
tourism attraction in the 1970s and currently ranks as the 8th most popular tourist attraction in the
USA with 10 million visitors28. Other notable seafood-tourism precincts include Seattle’s Pike Place
Market (effectively commencing in the 1980s), Mooloolaba Wharf29, and Fremantle Fishing Boat
Harbour.30 The proposed Sydney Fish Market redevelopment is seafood tourism focussed.
Currently Darwin has a rather minimal seafood destination focus. The Darwin Waterfront is perhaps
the best indicator of a potential Darwin seafood destination but is a mixed restaurant/maritime
location rather than being fisheries-specific.
The previously-mentioned operator adding processing facilities intends to add a seafood-focussed
restaurant overlooking Fishermans Wharf, intending to cater to a tourist and local market. This
perhaps indicates the possibilities that a more planned, integrated precinct could accomplish.
Combining an upgrade to the Mooring Basin offloading facilities (by means of a second service
Wharf) with an adjacent fish processing and seafood tourism hub would seem to have considerable
synergies. The logical area to do this is to have a northern Service Wharf and fisheries/tourism hub in
the adjacent “Gobi Desert” area.
Note that whilst some fisheries activities are compatible with tourism, other aspects may be less so.
In particular, attention should be paid in the initial
Recommendation: The relevant
design to separation of pedestrians from heavy
government departments to
machinery (forklifts, cranes etc.), noise pollution, and
undertake a scoping study (including
odour issues from management of fish offal and
costs and benefits) of options for a
discards.
range of combined
If a combined seafood-processing/tourism development
processing/tourism developments
is pursued, the size and quality of the facilities and
(including processing-only)
surrounds should be increased from the industrial
processing-only option. Estimates of the costs (capital
works) and benefits (tourism numbers and spend, employment and so on) are beyond the scope of
25

https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/safety-seafood-and-drinking-tap-water-what-attracts-chinesetourists-to-sydney-20180908-p502kv.html
26
http://www.eglobaltravelmedia.com.au/close-your-eyes-and-smell-the-new-fish-market/
27
Year ending March 2018,
http://www.tourismnt.com.au/~/media/files/corporate/research/international_snapshot_ye%20mar%202018
.ashx
28
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/26/us/26bcwharf.html
29
https://www.wharfmooloolaba.com.au/
30
https://www.fremantlefishingboatharbour.com/
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this report, however it can be noted that the current Sydney Fish Market development is budgeted
at $250m31, and the Mooloolaba Wharf development cost was mooted to be $100m32. These are
developments of a size much greater than is mooted for Frances Bay, however a more modest
tourism development might be estimated at $25-30m.
The estimation of benefits should include the forecast numbers of tourist visitors to the facility
(including an estimate of the increase in tourists to Darwin to be expected because of the facility),
the likely increase in spend, and the flow-on effect to the NT government in terms of taxes/duties,
avoided costs, and synergies with other projects.

5.5

Darwin Fisheries Infrastructure Project Priority List

Table 1 shows projects identified as priorities from interviews and on-line surveys:
Table 1: Darwin infrastructure priority list

Project

Urgency33

Importance

Cost34

Comments

Mooring Basin
spare lock gates

High

High

$$

Seafood processing
precinct in Frances
Bay

Medium

High

$$$

Integrated tourism
complex

Low

V. High

$$$$

Second Service
Wharf in Mooring
Basin
Covered Service
Wharf unload area

Low

Medium

$$$

Substantially reduce Mooring Basin shut period, increase
vessel, personnel and public safety.
The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and Logistics
should consider an optimisation analysis of the lock gate
maintenance shut period, including the possibility of
using a spare set of lock gates to reduce the shut period.
Lease land in Frances Bay for multiple processing
facilities. The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and
Logistics should consider making a site near Frances Bay
available on commercial terms for the purposes of multiuser processing facilities and cold storage.
Replicate Mooloolaba/Fremantle combined
tourism/seafood potential attraction
A cross-departmental business case and analysis of a
combined tourism/seafood hub facility to be initiated
(by Fisheries, Infrastructure and Tourism).
Reduce congestion both landside and vessels

High

Medium

$$

31

Replaces temporary shelters, to reduce
product/packaging degradation

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-06/sydney-fish-market-plan-to-provide-better-waterfrontaccess/10467582
32
https://www.sunshinecoastdaily.com.au/news/100-million-development-ahead-as-the-wharfchanges/3000138/#/0
33
The urgency reflects a judgement as to whether the facility will have an immediate impact on the Darwin
fishing industry (“High”) or medium- or longer-term operations (“Medium” and “Low”). The importance
reflects a judgement as to the benefits of the facility, which should be confirmed by scoping studies
34
The cost reflects an indication of a preliminary judgement. Lock gate costs would likely be less than $1m. The
majority of processing and tourism facilities cost would likely be borne by private operators (or would be onsold if a government development) but would be in the range of $7-10m for processing only, or $25-30m for
integrated tourism, in both cases plus $2.5m of possible site costs borne by NTG. A second Service Wharf could
cost $1.5-3m (using $10k/linear ft plus additions). Each wharf cover should cost in the range $0.5-1m. An online booking system should cost less than $0.1m. A dredging program depends strongly on disposal costs but
could be in the range $0.5-2m. All these estimated costs are subject to conceptual estimates confirming same.
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Covered
Fishermans Wharf
unload area
Replace/refurbish
corroded finger
wharves
24/7 on-line
wharf/lock booking
system
Dredging program
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High

Low

$$

Replaces temporary shelters, to reduce
product/packaging degradation

Low

High

$$

Maintain Mooring Basin vessel accommodation/capacity

High

Medium

$

Improve availability, low-cost, with appropriate
transparency to assist with enforcement.

Medium

Medium

$$

Eliminate tidal restrictions around Fishermans Wharf
and lock channel

6 Nhulunbuy
Gove/Nhulunbuy was founded as a mining town and port in the late 1960s, and the bauxite mining
operation (currently owned by Rio Tinto) dominates the local economy. It is the most remote large
town in Australia35. Access and movement around the area generally is largely restricted by
permitting processes from Traditional Owners (TOs), and the cost of goods and services is affected
by the cost and structure (lack of competition) in transport services. Commercial businesses are
significantly affected by these access and transport problems.
The NT government36 is actively investigating options for new maritime infrastructure to improve
access in the Nhulunbuy area, suitable for the fisheries and aquaculture industries, as well as other
sectors such as tourism and charter fishing.
Nhulunbuy faces challenges related to its remote nature, in terms of service by air (limited and
expensive for both passengers and freight), road (cost, wet-season reliability, limited freight loads,
damage and delays from poor road conditions, access permits) and sea (cost, monopoly service,
frequency, duration).
As examples of the consequences, rock fill in Nhulunbuy is available only at a cost of close to
$1,200/m3, whereas the cost in Darwin is close to $330/m3. The retail cost of unleaded petrol in
Nhulunbuy was $2.08/l on a recent day when the average cost in Darwin was $1.55/l. It is still
common to transport vehicles (including 4WDs) to Nhulunbuy via barge rather than via road.
That said, Nhulunbuy as a township is thriving, with three schools, a maritime training centre and
other VET training facilities and a comprehensive range of government, commercial and community
services and recreation facilities. As a result, Nhulunbuy is expected to grow in population for the
next 5-7 years.
Some of the limitations of Nhulunbuy’s remote location will ease in coming years, especially as the
planned road investment occurs, for example easing the limitations on wet-season road closures,
weight limits and potentially freight competition.

6.1

Recent developments

Rio Tinto announced the closure of the alumina refinery in November 2013, and placed the refinery
into “care and maintenance” mode in July 2014, with bauxite ore continuing to be shipped for
refining into alumina in the Queensland Alumina Limited and Rio Tinto Yarwun refineries in
Gladstone, Queensland. Following curtailment, the size of Rio Tinto’s local workforce was reduced
from 1,400 to around 300 personnel. Over an eight-month period the town’s population fell from
4,000 to 2,500 people37 but has since recovered to approximately 3,50038. Rio Tinto currently
employs around 300 staff residing in Nhulunbuy.

35

Nhulunbuy is the only town greater than population 2500 that qualifies as a remote-area “Zone Tax Offset”
location for ATO purposes (reduced taxation rate)
36
The Department of Trade, Business and Innovation jointly with the Department of Infrastructure, Planning
and Logistics with the Department of the Chief Minister supporting in Nhulunbuy
37
http://www.riotinto.com/ourcommitment/spotlight-18130_23695.aspx
38
2016 census population was 3,200
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Rio Tinto announced in November 2017 that the bauxite mining operation was expected to continue
“economic operations” until 2032. Operations beyond that date may be uncertain.
Concerned at the town falling below a viable size to allow it to remain an important regional hub (for
instance, the town’s only GP clinic closed in 201639, although currently two GP clinics operate along
with a 30-bed hospital including an Emergency Department and surgical theatres), the NT
government encouraged (and continues to do so) diversification of the local economy and
stimulation of new opportunities in the region.
In 2014 Rio Tinto partnered with the Northern Territory Government to fund the establishment of
the independent not-for-profit company Developing East Arnhem Limited (DEAL). Each injected $2
million in seed funding to get DEAL off the ground, and Rio Tinto donated approximately 250 surplus
properties (178 3- or 4-bed houses plus 72 flats) to DEAL,
Recommendation:
with the intention that the rental profits (DEAL rents are
struck at slightly more than the equivalent Darwin rates)
Fishing and aquaculture
be used for ongoing support for development activities.
operators considering setting up
Rio Tinto also reduced rents to commercial premises it
operations in and around
leases out, and reduced power tariffs.
Nhulunbuy should contact DEAL
for assistance, especially for
DEAL investigates opportunities in health, tourism,
sourcing housing, and general
technology, culture and fisheries industries, being a local
commercial assistance.
intelligence source, liaison/facilitation agent and
occasionally a seed investor (around $1m per year
invested in new business ventures, on the basis of
matched funding in arrears) via its economic development fund. DEAL signs Project Facilitation
Agreements for business ventures in the region (recently with Equatorial Launch Australia for a
mooted space-launch facility). The Department of the Chief Minister, together with the Department
of Trade, Business and Innovation, provide project support services in partnership with DEAL.
The Regional Economic Development Council identified the retention and attraction of the seafood
industry as a priority for the diversification of the regional economy and the growth of new regional
jobs and business.

6.2

Nhulunbuy fishing operations

6.2.1 Current
Commercial fisheries operations based from Nhulunbuy number only 6 (only 4 of which are currently
active):
•
•
•
•

39

A pearling operation approximately 30km distant uses Nhulunbuy for supplies
A Spanish Mackerel operator based in Nhulunbuy (that also uses the vessel for tourismrelated charters)
A Barramundi operator
A Coastal Line fishery operator (who also holds additional licences) supplying the
(integrated) retail shop in Nhulunbuy town centre

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-09-17/last-gp-clinic-closes-doors-in-nhulunbuy/7854852
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•
•
•

An inactive Coastal Line Fishery operator
An Aboriginal Coastal Line licensee based near Nhulunbuy who has not been active in the
last year
In addition, there are occasional visits from Northern Prawn Fishery vessels, which appear to
be solely for social purposes (for instance port visits for viewing football finals and the like)
with no re-supply or product offload.

6.2.2 Potential Nhulunbuy fishing operations
Of the 35 fishing operators replying to the NTSC online survey, 11 replied that they would consider
basing at least a portion of their operations in Nhulunbuy if suitable access was available. These
include operators in the following fisheries40:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offshore Net and Line
Spanish Mackerel
Coastal Line (2 operators)
Demersal (2 operators, up to 18 vessels)
Northern Prawn (up to 11 vessels)
Aquarium
Trepang

Note that for operators with multiple vessels, not all could be expected to immediately operate out
of Nhulunbuy. Offsetting that, there may be other operators not responding to the survey that
would operate there.
Operators, especially of large, high-volume operations, would not immediately reconfigure what can
be complex supply chains unless the available access is seen to be stable (including reliable road
access). We thus estimate volumes using an upgraded Nhulunbuy facility for both a near-term
(within 12-18 months of facilities being available) and medium-term (3-5 years from facilities being
available). Longer-term volumes would depend on improved economics (in particular, freight costs
reducing for both supplies and product), and overall experience (learning high-catch locations,
availability of crew, accommodation etc.).
The short-term estimates are predicated on wharf access (24/7, most tides) being available, with
associated fuel and water supply. The medium-term estimates are predicated on road upgrades
allowing 11-month passage of heavy vehicles (and road-freight operators being able to compete on
the Nhulunbuy-Katherine and beyond route).
Table 2 shows our short-term estimates41 of additional vessels basing in Nhulunbuy, additional port
load/unload visits, and additional annual catch volumes and value42 into Nhulunbuy is as follows:

40

In prior years, Mud Crabs have also been shipped from Nhulunbuy. Future Mud Crab activity in the area will
be strongly dependent on access permits
41
Based on survey of commercial fishers, only including actual respondents, adjusted for expected timing
42
Using estimates of market price corrected for transport cost (assumed 20% of GVP)
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Table 2: Short-term possible Nhulunbuy fisheries increases

Fishery

Offshore Net and Line
Spanish Mackerel
Coastal Line
Demersal
Barramundi
Aquarium
Total

Likely
added
vessels
1
2
3
1
0
1
9

Extra
visits

Extra catch (t)

Beach value43
($000 pa)

30
8
60
20
25
10
173

15
45
152
600
15
10
837

83
331
1052
2719
117
n/a
4302

Table 3 shows what could be expected in the medium term with regard to additional vessels, visits
and catch.
Table 3: Medium term Nhulunbuy fisheries increases

Fishery

Northern Prawn (NT waters)
Trepang
Demersal
Total

Likely
added
vessels
6
1
4
11

Extra
visits

Extra catch (t)

Beach value45
($000 pa)

120
8
115
243

300
30
2750
3080

3790
1561
12462
17813

Note these estimates do not include longer-term development of potential new fisheries, or
significant new aquaculture venture volumes. In the 10-year-plus timeframe there are considerable
additional potential volumes especially from the Northern Prawn fishery, which currently utilises a
supply chain that includes substantial on-water (mothership) transfers of supplies and product. Such
supply chains do not reconfigure easily or rapidly as the risk of downtime or product spoilage is high.
There may also be potential additional volumes from developmental fisheries, as much of the waters
near Nhulunbuy are essentially undeveloped for commercial exploitation. There are seafood
ventures which (although speculative at present) could well become of significance, but for the
purposes of this report we ignore these potential developments.
These estimates represent a portion of additional effort in the overall NT fishery, and a portion
redirected from a Darwin-based operation. Please refer to Appendix 1 for the fisheries operating
under quota restrictions. Even for fisheries operating under quota controls, increases in overall catch
are likely, due to some species being under catch limits (TAC), and due to some species in fisheries
that are generally quota-controlled not being subject to quotas (e.g. soft corals in the aquarium
fishery).

43

Generally, average prices achieved in each fishery (see Appendix 1) less a 20% allowance for
remoteness/freight costs.
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The Northern Prawn Fishery is a non-NT fishery, subject to effort quotas. Diversion of effort in the
NPF would mostly divert catch from non-NT landings (likely to predominantly be away from
Karumba), but there may be some additional NPF catch due to increased operational efficiency (and
due to access to somewhat more productive prawning grounds).
6.2.3 Seasonality
Of those referenced in the previous section, the offshore fisheries have the least seasonality. The
coastal and inshore fisheries have lower catches and activity during the wet season. The Northern
Prawn fishery is strongly seasonal – see Figure 6 – and has low activity in the months of July and
December through March. During these periods little product will be shipped.

6.3

Maritime infrastructure for commercial fisheries and aquaculture

6.3.1 Issues of concern to Nhulunbuy commercial fishers
An online survey and in-person and telephone interviews of current Nhulunbuy commercial fishers,
and those with considerable interest in operating out of Nhulunbuy elaborated the following list of
main infrastructure issues:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access – maritime (wharf), especially after-hours (daylight-hours-only operation (meaning
fishing vessels arriving after dark must moor and await daylight), and non-tide-dependent
Priority given to barge access to wharf/ramp facilities (meaning that fishing vessels cannot
rely on Sea Swift facilities if barge traffic is underway)
Largely unsuitable wharf mooring provisions (fenders designed solely for barges and liable to
damage or even capsize fishing vessels, and making crew, supply and product transfers
dangerous)
Access – road weight and seasonal opening
Access – air freight and passenger cost, and freight capacity
Lay-down and storage area (lack of) for fishing-gear maintenance
Sea freight – barge costs and monopoly (both supply and product)
Lack of competitive, reliable road freight, especially in the wet season
Offload delays, and subsequent effects on product quality
Accommodation availability and cost
Monopoly (high cost) diesel supply, bundled with Sea Swift wharf access
Lack of maritime ULP44 provision (required for outboard-powered dinghies; fuel supply
currently requires poor WHSE practices such as drum or multiple 25-litre fuel tank handling)
Lack of cold-storage, ice supply cost and availability
Lack of fish processing facilities (in the short-medium term only basic processing – grading,
packing and freezing – would be required for Nhulunbuy fisheries)

The above infrastructure deficiencies have significantly restricted the Nhulunbuy-based fishing
industry since 2007, effectively forcing its shutdown or re-basing to Darwin.

44

Unleaded Petrol (gasoline)
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6.4

Limitations and Opportunities for Improvement

6.4.1 Accommodation
Currently, the town has close to zero vacancies45. DEAL has zero vacancies in its housing stock, and a
waitlist of 30 for housing. Reportedly, house rents have increased back to levels prior to the refinery
closure announcement (minimum of $500/week). Some FIFO-style accommodation is available in
Nhulunbuy, but long-term family-style housing is scarce.
The town lease expires in 2053 (or once Rio Tinto ceases mining operations)46. Only 63 additional
vacant land lots are available in the town lease area, so expansion is limited by land availability and
lease tenure (traditional mortgages are restricted given the town lease expiry, although Westpac
continues to provide mortgages). Private development may be possible, but short payback periods
would be required (less than 10 years), meaning rents remain high.
The NT Government, together with Rio Tinto, the Northern Land Council, Traditional Owner groups
and the Commonwealth government are working to address the uncertainties in land tenure,
essential services and town governance including those related to the cessation of the mining titles
and town leases, the aim being to provide certainty for business, the community and investors and
ensure conditions to support lending and growth in the regional economy.
For new industries entering the region, the NT government, DEAL and other stakeholders are able to
support accommodation needs through negotiated solutions with stakeholders47.

6.5

Road access

6.5.1 Current status
The two main roads in the region are the Central Arnhem Road (Nhulunbuy to the Stuart Highway)
and the Arnhem Link Road (Ramingining through to Gunbalanya and Kakadu National Park).
The Central Arnhem Road spans 645kms between Nhulunbuy and the Stuart Highway south of
Katherine, only 60kms of which is sealed. Fuel and refreshments are available at the Mainoru
Outback Store, about 256km from the Stuart Highway, and in Nhulunbuy. A permit from the
Northern Land Council is required to use the Central Arnhem Road. Currently the Central Arnhem
Road is limited to trucks of less than 8t GVM during the wet season, which significantly affects the
economics of road freight. Nighthawk Transport is the main road-freight operator to Nhulunbuy.
Internal and access roads for the region’s major remote communities are managed and maintained
by the East Arnhem Regional Council.
Improvements continue to be made to the Arnhem road network, including new high-level bridges
on the Mainoru and Donydji rivers. The Goyder River Bridge was completed in late 2014 and
expanded reliable road access to 11 months in the year to this point. Seven new truck passing lanes

45

Interviews with Department of the Chief Minister, and CEO of the Nhulunbuy Corporation 17/8/2018. Only
one non-tenanted property was advertised available for sale (and none for rent) on 5/9/2018
46
Interview with DEAL CEO. Certain NTG facilities such as the hospital are on separate leases outside the Rio
Tinto lease area
47
Expected demand needs to be clear and provided in advance to enable time to identify affordable solutions
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were installed in 2014-15, and work has commenced on construction of a further bridge over Rocky
Bottom Creek.
6.5.2 Road upgrades
The NT Government, together with the Commonwealth Government, will invest funding of $225m
over the next 5-7 years to be spent on upgrades to the Central Arnhem Road. This includes road
sealing, flood immunity and other upgrades.
The NT Government in the 10-year infrastructure plan has signalled around $600m would be
prioritised to upgrade the entire Central Arnhem Road (however this is still subject to cost-benefit
analysis and a business case to the NT and Commonwealth Governments). This upgrade should
remove most load (GVM) restrictions, although wet-season flooding will still mean 12 months per
year access is not anticipated.
Importantly, the road upgrades should greatly improve road freight cost and reliability by reducing
the transit time by several hours, allowing near year-round B-double, semi-trailer and road-train
operation with considerably less wear and tear on vehicles. In turn, this will allow greater freight
competition and lower haulage rates.
Once complete, this upgrade should allow the primary supply routing to Nhulunbuy to switch from
barge operations to road transport, and over time reduce the price premium for goods and services
in Nhulunbuy.
From a fisheries perspective, this may allow direct routing of product supply to southern capitals
(and eventually local fish processing in Nhulunbuy), provided maritime access is available.

6.6

Air Access

Airnorth has daily flights to Gove Airport from Cairns (1 hour 40 minutes) and Darwin (1 hour 10
minutes), which connect with flights from other capital cities. Airnorth also operates a range of
regular air services from Darwin to major East Arnhem communities including Milingimbi, Galiwinku
and Groote Eylandt.
Following an upgrade in 2005, Gove Airport offers city-standard facilities to the estimated 100,000
passengers who currently travel to and from Nhulunbuy each year.
In line with larger city airports, Gove Airport provides dedicated security-restricted areas for
commercial aircraft and a separate dedicated area for smaller general aviation craft. A number of
charter companies provide air services to East Arnhem communities and homelands.
The runway is one of only a handful in the Northern Territory capable of safely landing jet aircraft
such as the Boeing 737 and Fokker F50 series. These are narrow-bodied aircraft with limited belly
freight capacity. Large seafood airfreight volumes would require dedicated freighter service.
As a monopoly air service, current air fares and cargo rates tend to be high.
Seafood shipped by domestic air freight must conform to specific packaging standards48. In general,
new packaging from approved suppliers is required, with specific labelling, and dual sealing barriers
48

https://freight.qantas.com/content/dam/qantas/freight/pdfs/Seafood_AirTransportRegulations.pdf
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(generally sealed plastic bag inside sealed expanded polystyrene box) with absorbent material in
between. Additional requirements apply in the case of live fish (with aeration or oxygen supply) and
seafood packed with dry ice. In any case, carriage is still at the discretion of the airline involved.

6.7

Nhulunbuy maritime facilities, location, frequency of use

Nhulunbuy has seven maritime facilities potentially or actually used by commercial fishers. As fishing
activity has been considerably curtailed since around 2007, we give a summary of the current facility
status, which may well have changed since that time.

3

7

1, 2

4

5

6

Map 2: Current Nhulunbuy maritime facilities
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6.7.1

Sea Swift barge facility (Location 1 on Map 2)

Map 3: Nhulunbuy barge wharves

6.7.1.1 Barge facility description
The Sea Swift facility is the main hub for barge movements in East Arnhem Land. It comprises two
maritime access points, the concrete barge ramp (also called the “roll-on-roll-off” or RORO ramp
used for the majority of barge movements marked above) and the “heavylift” wharf (also called the
“lift-on-lift-off” or LOLO wharf, used for fuelling transfers to/from barges, and when barges must
remain overnight, marked above).
This area is somewhat exposed in the dry season, with the prevailing SE winds raising chop to a
height of approximately 0.75m in a typical 20-25kt breeze. The prevailing NE winds in the wet season
pose little issue. The water depth is adequate for fishing vessels in most tides.
The barge RORO ramp is a heavy-duty concrete structure showing some degree of corrosion on the
steel edges (however given its usage this is unlikely to be of concern in the short term). The barge
ramp is suitable (from a fisheries perspective) only for dinghy access, but is unlikely to be used even
for that, given the presence of public boat ramps immediately to the west which have tie up points.
The heavylift (LOLO) wharf has been used in the past by large fishing vessels. It is a piled structure
with reinforced concrete apron, and a graded, compacted hardstand on the landward side. The
structure has been used by loads of greater than 200t in the past. Inspection of the piles underneath
the concrete apron could not be undertaken, but it is likely (from the apparent condition of the
accessible wharf structure) that corrosion is occurring, and may be significant in the context of
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structural integrity. There is potential for wave action to undermine the land-side apron, as has
occurred at the adjacent Government Wharf.
There is corrosion on the fendering system (and damage
causing displacement of the two eastern fenders) on the
wharf, and impact damage to the seaward edge of the
wharf exposing the internal reinforcing. These defects
are repairable (and intended to be repaired shortly).
The LOLO wharf has two dolphins offshore in line with
the eastern edge of the wharf (with some visible but
apparently superficial impact damage).
The LOLO wharf is usable by large fishing vessels, with
some difficulty. The wharf is not floating, so berthing
alongside in the typical 3m tidal range means constant
mooring adjustments are needed (and in effect vessels
cannot be left unmanned). In particular, the fender
arrangement means a risk of the vessel becoming
trapped underneath the protruding fenders on a rising
tide without vigilant lookout.
The LOLO wharf has diesel fuel available near its western
edge, with an electrically-powered pump and fuel
hoses/couplings from 1000 litre pods. Sea Swift claims
that fuel storage of up to 100,000 litres is available, but that stocks at any time vary depending on
supply and demand; given sufficient notice several tens of thousands of litres could easily be made
available (vessels operating from Nhulunbuy claim at times fuel has been rationed to 1000 litres per
day if stocks are low). There is no gasoline (ULP) available (a potential issue with outboard-powered
tenders, especially mothership-type operations). Potable water is available near the western edge of
the LOLO wharf. Shore power is also available via a cable terminated near the eastern end of the
Government Wharf apron.
Figure 21: Sea Swift LOLO wharf showing damage
and fendering

Furthermore, the protruding fenders means vessels are held off the wharf by a distance of more
than 1.5m. This makes transfer of supplies or product awkward or dangerous if not prepared. As an
illustration, the conveyor systems typically used for offloading fish in Darwin would be too short for
use in Nhulunbuy. Product could be offloaded by palletising on-board and craning off, by using
longer conveyors, or by the somewhat unsatisfactory method of manhandling boxes and crates (with
some risk of product loss, spoilage, or safety degradation). Loading stores on-board has similar
issues.
6.7.1.2 Tenure
The Sea Swift area (including maritime structures but excluding the Government Wharf) is held by
Sea Swift on a 40-year lease (originally entered into by Sea Swift’s predecessor Perkins) which
expires in 2024. The Gumatj Aboriginal Corporation (which has recently registered a 99-year
township lease over this area) has not yet made its intentions clear about post-2024 arrangements
(which would be subject to commercial negotiations between Gumatj and proponents).
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The current lease provisions require remediation of areas on lease expiry by the lessee on the
direction of the lessor. Structures may remain on the leased areas by agreement with the lessor.
6.7.1.3 Existing access
Sea Swift attempted to take over Tool Marine Logistics Australia’s barge operations in 2006. Various
parties were involved in an Australian Competition Tribunal action which culminated in the approval
of the takeover on 1 July 201649 subject to several conditions, among which was a Proposed Access
Undertaking given by Sea Swift under section 87B of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010.
The undertaking is to provide third parties with access to services at the Sea Swift Wharf in
Nhulunbuy on an open, non-discriminatory basis, with a published price list (which is escalated at a
rate determined annually by a formula). Sea Swift must also not discriminate between different
wharf users or in favour of itself, or engage in conduct for the purpose of preventing or hindering a
customer’s use of the wharf or the services provided at the wharf.
Note that Sea Swift uses the
area to the NE of the RORO
wharf as its main inbound
storage area, and the roadway
between this area and the RORO
wharf is heavily trafficked. Net
lay-down/inspection may be
restricted as a result.

The access under this undertaking is provided for a maximum
of 6 hours (without additional charge) during 8am to 4pm50,
Monday to Friday, and includes use and hire of the covered
lay down area, use and hire of the lay down area; and use of
standard stevedoring services for the unloading and loading
of cargo at the rates specified. The wharf user must at all
times be in compliance with Sea Swift’s Health & Safety and
Fatigue Management policies.

Vessels using the Sea Swift wharf are subject to a Sea Swift
assessment and/or Inspection prior to access being granted. Shippers requesting access will be
screened using some or all of the below resources to determine if the vessel/operator/owner is of a
standard acceptable to Sea Swift:
(i) Classification Society;
(ii) Class Notations;
(iii) Vessel Flag state reports and deficiencies;
(iv) Vessel Port State reports and deficiencies;
(v) Market intelligence;
(vi) Vessel owner's detailed risk assessment;
(vii) Vessel owners/operators fleet safety statistics;
(viii) Vessel owners/operators fleet port state records;
(ix) Qualifications and experience of all staff;
(x) Compliance with Australian Marine Orders;
(xi) Compliance with Australian Navigation Act 2012; and
(xii) Compliance with other international conventions
and acts, including but not limited to, ISPS, ISM,
MARPOL, SOLAS and STCW 95.
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Sea Swift suffered an operational
fatality in 2013 in Qld. Visits to the
Sea Swift Darwin base showed
uniform safety PPE and comments
by Sea Swift indicated a low
tolerance for unsafe practices.
Fishing operators should expect
that Sea Swift safety procedures
may have tightened significantly
since they last operated in
Nhulunbuy.

http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/1195074/fromItemId/774397
Given fishing vessel arrival times are potentially 24 hours, and the wharf access has tidal issues, this timing
would often be restrictive
50
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Payment for access must be made in advance, and charges for access and usage is given in Table 4
below.51
Table 4: Sea Swift Nhulunbuy access pricing

Commercial Shippers Rate Card

Unit

Access Fee (i.e. fee for access to RORO or LOLO area)
Terminal Security
Wharf Mooring Gang (Heavy Lift Wharf)
Tonnage Dues General Cargo
Optional Storage Services per Cubic Meter (CBM) per day
Stevedore
Supervisor
Fork truck, inclusive of Operator up to 4 Tonnes
Fork truck, inclusive of Operator up to 7 Tonnes
Prime Mover Including Driver
Nissan UD Type Truck
Semi-Trailer

Visit
/hr
Visit
> of T/CBM
> of T/CBM
/hr
/hr
/hr
/hr
/hr
/hr
/hr

Although the costs may be regarded as
financially onerous by commercial fishing
operators when compared to past
operations, they do allow some ability to
access the Sea Swift LOLO wharf. If
compared to the alternative cost of
steaming back to Darwin, operators may
well decide Nhulunbuy access is preferred,
even at substantial cost52.
6.7.2 Government Wharf (Location 2 on
Map 2)
This structure is a piled finger wharf
between the Sea Swift barge ramp and
RORO wharf. It was the main access point
for commercial fishing operations up until
2007. Land-side access is only available
through the Sea Swift yard (and via the
LOLO wharf).

Rates (Ex
GST)
$7,050
$115.92
$500
$16.50
$2.80
$98
$119
$125
$148
$215
$110
$140

Recommendation:
Operators considering using Nhulunbuy in the
near future, negotiate better access terms and
costs with Sea Swift as a group.
Although Sea Swift has an effective monopoly on
current wharf access, it also currently receives
zero revenue from commercial fishing operators.
Whilst Sea Swift may adopt a “hard-nosed”
negotiating posture, the optimal price outcome
of any commercial negotiations above its
marginal costs is a net benefit.
Note that there are potential restrictions on
collective bargaining in competition law that
may make it attractive to nominate NTSC (or a
fishery collective association) as the negotiating
party.

51

2017 prices at https://www.seaswift.com.au/files/media/original/074/e35/f1f/Gove-Wharf-AccessApplication-Agreement-including-Terms-Conditions.pdf
52

https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Small%20Business%20Collective%20Bargaining%20Notifications%20and%20the%20
Competition%20and%20Consumer%20Act.pdf
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The Government Wharf is in a near-derelict condition and is partially collapsed. The hard-stand land
adjacent has slumped, almost certainly due to undermining by wave action. The facility would
require replacement or extensive refurbishment to be safe to use.

Figure 23: Barred access - Government Wharf

The finger wharf is subject to a Land Department
lease over the seabed and a small adjacent land
area. The NT Government made provision in the
2018/19 budget for $1.6m to assist with demolition and make good of the Government Wharf,
subject to determination of responsibilities for the demolition and commercial negotiations with Sea
Swift and the Gumatj lessor – these negotiations are on-going.
Figure 22: Collapsed Government Wharf

The Department of the Chief Minister has indicated that refurbishment to operating condition, or
redevelopment, of the Government Wharf is unlikely and its removal was preferred by both the NT
Government and Sea Swift53.
6.7.3 Public boat ramp (Location 3 on Map 2)
This comprises two concrete trailer-boat launch/retrieval ramps (one under construction in late
August 2018) used by the general public (including most Nhulunbuy area recreational fishers). The
ramp is subject to the same environmental conditions as the Sea Swift facility.
The ramps have adjacent temporary tie-up wharves suitable for recreational-size vessels with a small
floating pontoon.
These facilities are only suitable for dinghy/tender access by commercial fishing operations. There
have been adverse reactions from recreational fishers in the past to use of these facilities by
commercial fishers, who subsequently tend to avoid the area.
6.7.4 Rio Tinto Import Wharf (Location 4 on Map 2)
This facility is used by Rio Tinto for bulk fuel, caustic soda and lime imports for their operations (and
power generation). It is also home to the two tugs guiding bulk carriers around the export wharf and
has been used by other relatively large vessels (including cruise and Defence vessels).
The depth is ample for any conceivable fishing operation, but the area is considerably more exposed
than the Sea Swift area, so suffers greater wave action in both seasons. It would be unsuitable for all

53

Jim Rogers (Department of the Chief Minister), verbal communication 17/8/2018
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but the largest fishing vessels as a result. The land-side adjacent area is limited and could not be
used for fishing gear maintenance.
The import wharf is covered by the Rio Tinto mining lease and is inside the port security zone (hence
access is restricted). Rio Tinto controls the wharf operations and is unlikely to allow regular
commercial fishing operations from the wharf. Rio Tinto has stated they have no plans to re-purpose
any of its wharf facilities which are required for ongoing bauxite operations. Any assets that may be
re-purposed are for the use and management of the Traditional Owners in the first instance54.
6.7.5 Rio Tinto Export Wharf (Location 5 on Map 2)
This facility is used by Rio Tinto for bulk bauxite exports by bulk carriers.
The same environmental and lease conditions as for the import wharf apply however the wharf is of
considerably larger scale. This facility is not suitable for sustained use by commercial fishing
operations as it is inside the port-controlled access area and has virtually no usable adjacent landside area.
The Rio Tinto bauxite deposit55 has a remaining reserve of approximately 200mt, and an annual
production rate of around 7mt. The mine still has significant remaining life (around 13 years) and the
mine owner can be expected to utilise the export wharf during that time.
6.7.6 Drimmie Head Ramp (Location 6 on Map 2)
This is a large concrete ramp with an adjacent facility (Bhagwan
Marine) capable of servicing medium-sized vessels (up to 15m, 20t on
the Bhagwan Marine trailer). It is predominantly used by recreational
and Aboriginal users for launching/retrieving trailer boats, and by
larger vessels being slipped.
The area is sheltered in dry and wet seasons, but relatively shallow
(slipping is performed at minimum 2.4 meter high tide). This area is
Figure 24: Drimmie Head access
not attached to the Rio Tinto Town Lease and is on traditional land
restrictions
under the control of Gumatj Corporation with a 99-year lease to
Bhagwan Marine allowing for shared use of the ramp. Commercial mooring in the bay is restricted
without Traditional Owner approval, and no large vessels are allowed to land without permission –
which is difficult to obtain – the 6 tonne Bhagwan Marine LCT has the only current permission.
No fuel or fresh water facilities are available.

54
55

Personal correspondence, M. Cruikshank, Rio Tinto 4/9/2018
https://core.nt.gov.au/resources/commodities-in-the-nt/bauxite
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Large trucks for transport on regular basis need Traditional Owner permission to drive through the
land and over the causeway (a 9t load limit applies).

Figure 26: Drimmie Head ramp

The ramp and surrounding waters (being
the World War II Catalina Flying Boat
Figure 25: Bhagwan Marine facility
base) is in the process of becoming
heritage listed by the Gumatj Corporation (which means alteration or expansion of the facilities will
be difficult to accomplish).
Services available from Bhagwan Marine include:
•
•
•
•

Short term storage
Workshop capable of minor repairs and maintenance
Water blasting
Blast and paint service - small industrial

The Gumatj Aboriginal Corporation is interested in the Bhagwan Marine operation being moved to
the industrial area of Nhulunbuy (or similar) to remove the potential for vandalism and solvent
abuse.
6.7.7 Gove Yacht Club (Location 7 on Map 2)
The maritime facilities onsite currently include a near all-tide concrete ramp, an adjacent (to the
south) rock groin (planned to be extended a further 10m seawards and perhaps widened), and an
adjacent (to the north) floating pontoon, currently anchored on the beach in front of the club
building, but planned to be attached to the seaward end of the groin with an access ramp56. The
pontoon is capable of trolley movements, but not road vehicles or forklifts.

Figure 27: Pearl farm workers dragging ULP tanks, Yacht
Club pontoon

56

The area is sheltered in the dry season and
calmer than the Sea Swift area in the wet
season. The depth is relatively shallow, with a
slightly deeper scoured excavation at the end of
the ramp caused by prior years’ barge
operations. The nearest moorings are
approximately 100m from the high tide mark, at
which point the Mean Low Water Springs
(MLWS) depth is approximately 3m.

On-site interview with Yacht Club manager Brad Smith, 17/8/2018
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The yacht club has ice-making facilities and is generally friendly to commercial fishers. It is the main
access point for commercial fishers in the
area currently, but has some severe
limitations currently making it suitable only
for tenders up to the size of workboats.

Figure 28: Yacht Club groyne, ramp and pontoon. Barra fisherman
approaching

The Yacht Club has cleared an adjacent area
to the north (bordering on the beach) for
development as a camping area/caravan
park. The Nhulunbuy area has some existing
tourism volume, but has little in the way of
facilities to cater for same; the proposed
caravan park is targeted at “grey nomad”
travellers, who would use the Yacht Club

facilities during their stay.

6.8

Broader community integration opportunities

6.8.1 Barge Operations
It is perhaps inevitable that once year-round road
access is available, that the Nhulunbuy barge
facilities will change operational mode to become
a “hub-and-spoke” operation, with road freight
becoming the primary re-supply mechanism and
Nhulunbuy becoming the barging hub for all other
communities in the East Arnhem region and
beyond (rather than the current “milk-run”
schedule). This reconfiguration may approximately
coincide with the end of the Sea Swift lease in
2024, and hence be a catalyst for more
widespread changes.

Recommendation:
The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and
Logistics should consider the opportunities
presented by a hub barging model from
Nhulunbuy to other communities. The
Department could also consider the likely
opportunities arising from an increase in tourism
and possible primary and other industry
development.

6.8.2 Other Maritime Uses
Improved maritime access will benefit the community (including government agencies) generally.
Maritime freight may be more amenable to competition, for instance, as the barriers to entry would
be lower. This alone would generate considerable economic opportunities and more generally
improve those already existing. Government-provided services such as power generation could
potentially become cheaper as fuel freight reduced in price and stocking quantities could be
reduced. Government agencies such as Customs, Quarantine, AFMA, Police may be inclined to use
maritime access in Nhulunbuy (or increase their use).
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6.8.3 Tourism
Recommendation:
There is already a nascent tourism sector in
Nhulunbuy; however it is apparent that it has the
The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and
potential to undergo a major shift. Currently tourism
Logistics and the Office of the Chief Minister
is focussed largely on the local resident market
should consider the opportunities involved with
(including recreational fishing) and grey nomads,
tourism co-developments related to maritime
both of which have comparatively low spending
access, and plan for multi-use maritime facilities
patterns. There is a small-scale adventure cruise ship
with the capability of supporting tourism in
sector, and high-end game-fishing and cultural tours
Nhulunbuy.
sectors, all of which are high-spend and have
considerable latent demand. Although maritime
access is only a part of the infrastructure required, it is a vital part.

6.9

Maritime access development options

The NT Government is currently investigating alternative wharf access points, and a Port Upgrade
Working Group (comprising DIPL, DBTI and DCM and other relevant agencies) has recently been
formed to determine desired options and planning and will engage stakeholders including Sea Swift,
Gumatj, Rio Tinto, and the seafood industry.
The NT Government has signalled (in the NT 10-year infrastructure plan) up to $15m investment in
wharf facilities to meet the fishing industry needs, with studies in progress with consultants to
determine the optimal location for public/private investment in maritime infrastructure.
The following issues are of concern (in general) for potential sites:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Land and sea tenure. Most possible sites are subject to either Rio Tinto’s Special Purpose
(mining) lease, or the township head lease entered into by the Gumatj Aboriginal
Corporation. Some areas have existing sub-leases whose tenure would be respected.
Suitability for intended operations. Water depths in some areas may be restrictive, as
may be the degree of shelter provided by the facilities (or inherent in the location)
Land-side access, facilities and utilities. Maritime access inevitably involves adjacent land
operations, ranging from vehicle parking, materials handling operations, supply/utility
infrastructure (power/water/fuel/sewage/sullage provision), support industry (vessel
maintenance/repair, ice supply, product handling etc.)
Potential use conflict and acceptability to owners
Land-side space/facilities
Flexibility, multi-role
Interference with Rio Tinto operations
Cost, both capital and operating

6.10 Sites under active consideration
Several new wharf sites are under current consideration for fishing-industry (and other sector)
access. It should be noted that practical fisheries wharves require 24/7 access and near-all-tide
clearance, and a new wharf guarantees access. If 24/7 access to the Sea Swift wharf areas was
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achieved (together with some physical modifications, and accompanying access to fuel, product
offtake, gear maintenance and supplies) then no new wharf site would be required57.
Note that the largest current commercial fishing industry vessels likely to use Nhulunbuy are 30m
LOA-class vessels. These generally have a draft of around 3.5m (but require under-keel additional
clearance at MLWS tide levels).
To accommodate most possible future needs, it may be wise to plan for 35m-class vessels operating
from Nhulunbuy. The requirements of other sectors (in particular tourism) are unknown and may
well be greater than this.
As detailed below, there are issues with every new site under consideration – there is no perfect
solution. The preferred site of the various options has not yet been determined, as it is a complex
function of utility (including non-fisheries usage) and cost – whilst some investigation is underway
the NTG is in an early stage of the decision process.

9

10

11

8

Map 4: New wharf sites under consideration

6.10.1 Rio Tinto Import Wharf - option 8 on Map 4
This option involves adapting the existing wharf for use by the fishing and tourism industries. This
would involve some pontoon arrangements, but the physical changes would be rather limited.
The major drawbacks are that the wharf is on the Rio Tinto mining leasehold area (and hence subject
to the needs of Rio Tinto’s operations), and that the land-side access is severely restricted, being
both well inside the current port security gates, and having minimal land area available for services.

57

We make no comment about the facility’s suitability to other sectors e.g. tourism
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In addition, the wharf is somewhat exposed, and suitable only for larger vessels.
Whilst additional works may be possible to overcome some of these restrictions, the cost of each is
likely to be significant, and the lack of flexibility makes this a less-preferred option from the point of
view of most of the fisheries and tourism sectors.
6.10.2 West of public ramps - option 9 on Map 5

Map 5: Aerial view of existing barge wharf area

This option would involve adding a wharf between the public boat ramps (Dhimurru) and the current
Rio Tinto refinery main drain outlet.

Map 6: Approximate depths around existing barge wharves

This location has some issues on the marine side but offers sufficient shelter to be useable by almost
all commercial fishing vessels. Tender access would be advantaged by the proximity of the public
ramps and tie-up points. Water depth may require some dredging.
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It would have the disadvantages of potential conflict with recreational fishers using the adjacent
public ramps and would restrict the manoeuvring area available to public ramp users (possibly
further aggravating recreational-commercial conflict potential). The presence of the adjacent ramps
mean that the wharf berthing length would likely be restricted to less than 40m, allowing alongside
use of the facility by only one large fishing vessel at a time (or potentially two smaller vessels).
The landside area is restricted in extent (being the current area bounded by the refinery drain outlet
to the west, the Sea Swift yard to the east, the access road to the north and the beach to the south.
Whilst adding utilities and facilities to the side would be part of the option plan, these would further
restrict the working space available. Co-locating with tourism-related operations would be
hampered by space constraints.
6.10.3 East of the Sea Swift facilities - option 10 on Map 5
This option would involve adding a wharf abutting to the east of the Sea Swift heavy-lift (LOLO)
wharf and occupying the area immediately to the east but ending short of the current Rio Tinto
refinery main seawater inlet. Land access would be via an upgrade of the seawater-inlet access
track.
This option would have somewhat greater wharf frontage compared to Option 9 (around double)
but would be restricted in vessel operations due to Rio Tinto’s need to avoid silting around the water
inlet tower.
Land-side arrangements would be severely space-restricted. Little more space would be available
than the current road turning circle. Utilities would need to be provided, and the access track
upgraded to a greater weight limit. Co-locating with tourism-related operations would be nearimpossible due to space constraints.
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6.10.4 Inverell Bay north-west of the Gove Yacht Club - option 11 on Map 4

Map 7: Area near Yacht Club
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This option would involve acquisition of land northwest of the Gove
Yacht Club, and construction of new maritime structures (including
a tidal pontoon) suitable for both fishing and tourism-related
activities. The land parcel would back onto the Nhulunbuy Industrial
Area, and road and utility access would be achieved adjacent to the
Industrial Area.
It is understood this area has sufficient height above sea level to
avoid the need for large quantities of fill, has no sacred sites, and
may be favourably regarded by the Gumatj Aboriginal Corporation
head-leaseholder.
The available land area would be sufficient for all conceivable
storage and fisheries-related needs (once facilities are constructed).
The site has a significant disadvantage in requiring dredging, being
relatively shallow-shelving waters (with disposal of the dredged
spoil being an issue if not able to be used on-site). In addition (or
alternatively), a relatively long piled wharf length would be required
to reach deeper water, which may preclude economic construction.
Map 8: Depths near Yacht Club

The nearest yacht moorings are situated in depths less than 3m
below MSW.
The cost of dredging and the lengthy wharf may make this option unaffordable.

6.11 Search and Rescue
Currently if a SAR occurs in the Nhulunbuy region it can either be coordinated by the Joint Rescue
Coordination Centre in Canberra or NT Water Police (as determined by the provisions
Intergovernmental Agreement on SAR Coordination and National SAR Manual) relying on whatever
assets can be located in the area where the response is required. It is noteworthy that even with
SAR operations in this 'region' many of the responses would be outside of the normal range of a
vessel based in Nhulunbuy.
Having a SAR capability 24/7/365 with a vessel able to reach across that region would be costly and
given the low volume of activity and lack of similar precedent it has not been progressed. Similar
areas in regional South Australia, Western Australia and Queensland Gulf of Carpentaria do not have
dedicated SAR operations facilities.
In some areas in other jurisdictions Volunteer Marine Rescue (VMR) organisations are established to
cover areas not covered by police assets. In the NT the VMRs are Surf Life Saving NT (SLSNT),
Australian Volunteer Coast Guard (AVC) and NT Emergency Services (NTES). SLSNT and NTES have
members in Nhulunbuy but not presently any offshore rescue capability. AVC may have future plans
to establish in this location. In other jurisdictions VMRs are funded by licence and registration fees
but as this does not exist in the NT there is no equivalent funding stream to support their operations.
NT VMRs operate only in Darwin Harbour and environs, with the exception of flood response.
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Police in Nhulunbuy and the local regions may also use Indigenous Marine Rangers to assist with
response particularly in the most remote areas. Private and commercial vessels are also used for
distress response when they happen to be in
the area and are contactable.
Nhulunbuy Marine Cases
Police in Nhulunbuy have a 6.9m Stabicraft
rescue boat ('Nhulunbuy') which is crewed
by local station members as required. Water
Police visit several times each year and
operate in their vessel or a trailer vessel. The
Australian Border Force (ABF) have an 11m
vessel stationed at Nhulunbuy. They are
not an SAR authority but can be requested
to assist when available.
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Whilst Nhulunbuy has not experienced a
clear trend increase in marine SAR incidents,
Figure 29: Nhulunbuy Marine Cases (2018 data not yet finalised)
it should be noted that the volume of
commercial fishing movements may increase significantly once access issues are resolved.

7 Nhulunbuy Fisheries Infrastructure Project Priority List
The following are the projects identified as priorities from interviews and on-line surveys:
Table 5: Nhulunbuy infrastructure priority list

Project

Urgency58

Importance

Cost59

Comments

Accessible
wharf/pontoon with
associated fuel,
water,
sewage/sullage
Cold storage,
processing and
service facilities
provision
East Arnhem road
upgrade

High

High

$$$

The major barrier to significant expansion of
commercial fishing in Nhulunbuy

Medium

Medium

$$

Multi-species 3rd-party processing facilities in
new-build facility (or industrial estate)

Medium

High

$$$$

Not fisheries-specific, likely to proceed in any
case with $225m funding ($180m
Commonwealth, balance NTG) programmed
over the next 6-7 years

58

The urgency reflects a judgement as to whether the facility is required before short-term fishing operations
can be established (“high”) or medium-term operations (“Medium”). The importance reflects a judgement as
to the benefits of the facility, which should be confirmed by scoping studies
59
The cost reflects an indication of a preliminary pre-concept estimate. For road costs please refer to the
report section above. Wharf costs are dependent on the site selected but would likely be in the range $1020m. Cold storage/processing would be likely provided by the private sector (with site provision facilitated by
the NTG), at a likely cost in the range $1-3m (excluding machinery). An SAR vessel might cost in the range $12m
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Improvements to NT
SAR facilities,
resources and
arrangements

Low

Medium

$$

Basing (resourcing and integration) of a longrange rescue craft at Nhulunbuy. Currently
there is no Search-And-Rescue base between
Darwin and Cairns

A large portion of this report has been dedicated to wharf options. Please refer to those sections.
Currently, there is no processing facility in Nhulunbuy (with the exception of limited facilities
associated with the retail store), and the only cold storage is on request in refrigerated shipping
containers for near-immediate transport by barge. This means that product processing is limited to
on-vessel activity, which limits the degree of value-adding and packaging.
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8 Remote fisheries
8.1

Background

Northern Territory fisheries based outside the large harbours of Darwin and Nhulunbuy are
extremely remote. The 5000+ km of the NT coastline outside the environs of Darwin and Gove has
very sparse infrastructure to assist commercial fishers. Issues faced by commercial fishers are
dominated by maritime access (in particular issues around Traditional Owner permits, due to the
near-term implementation of permit restrictions commencing 1st July 2019 as a result of the Blue
Mud Bay High Court decision)60, and physical littoral access (limited ramp/wharf availability).
Operators have experienced considerable difficulties obtaining permits61. The current permit process
does not link littoral access permission with access to commercial infrastructure such as processing,
barges, refuelling/watering facilities.
Whilst every small community with access to water likely has some infrastructure requirement
potentially related to commercial fishing, we mention here only Maningrida (as an example of a
typical large community, but one that has an interesting processing venture) and the main mud crab
fishery access locations (Port Keats, Port Melville, Alyangula, Bing Bong and Borroloola).

8.2

Maningrida

Maningrida is a major aboriginal settlement in Arnhem Land approximately midway between Darwin
and Nhulunbuy. The Maningrida area has significant Mud Crab resources, but utilisation is limited by
minimal road access, barge frequency and wharf/loading facilities.
Maningrida also has a nascent in-situ fishing industry utilising Aboriginal Coastal fishing licences
(limited to operating 2nm from the coast), concentrating on Mullet, Queenfish and Blue Salmon,
using a recently-installed fish-processing container and cold storage, and supplying the local market.

60

The High Court decision in the Northern Territory Government appeal [Northern Territory of Australia v
Arnhem Land Aboriginal Land Trust [2008] HCA 29 (30 July 2008)] against the finding of the full bench of the
Federal Court in Gawirrin Gumana & Ors v Northern Territory (the Blue Mud Bay case) upheld the view that the
NT Government did have the power to grant commercial fishing licences but does not have the right to allow
commercial fishers entry to tidal waters over Aboriginal-owned land. This decision is complex, related to the
interaction between the Aboriginal Land Rights Act passed in 1976, NT fisheries laws, and NT Self Government
granted in 1978. The Fisheries Act purported to have authority to grant commercial fishers a right of access to
the intertidal zone, but this decision quashed this view in favour of the exclusive right of traditional owners
over this zone and the marine property within it.
Now the granting of fishing licences needs to be negotiated with Indigenous interests for an intertidal zone
that extends for over 5,000 kilometres of the NT coastline. The Northern Land Council, representing Aboriginal
traditional owners over this vast coastline, has allowed commercial fishers an amnesty until 1/7/2019
(https://www.ntnews.com.au/lifestyle/decision-expected-to-end-decadelong-blue-mud-bay-fishinguncertainty/news-story/1ae2eb2f240eedf14eaf9d98edb655a5) to transition to fisheries arrangements that
require new processes and associated administrative capabilities to be instituted. While recognising TO
exclusive rights to species in the intertidal zone, it does not automatically bestow a right to sell inshore species
like Barramundi or mud crabs commercially. From
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/JlIndigP/2013/17.pdf
61
Agreement with Traditional Owners for access is needed. The permit process is designed for mining leases,
and many remote fishing operators struggle with paperwork issues. The application process is slow and
uncertain, few applications have been resolved, and many haven’t received an acknowledgement
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The processing centre62 currently operates 3 days per week as it is limited by supply volume (which
in turn is limited by the 5t/year limit on catches under Aboriginal Coastal licences). The centre has
plans to obtain more licences (including a commercial licence) and add mud crab and reef fish to
their product portfolio (supplying the Darwin market and beyond). Mud crabs will require ambienttemperature handling (including barge transport), whereas reef fish will require freezing and frozen
containerised transport.
Maningrida is supplied primarily by barge operations
(the Cahills crossing road is only passable six months
a year), and some commercial fishers use the barges
to trans-ship fresh and frozen product onto the barge
when stationary at the Maningrida ramp
(approximately 500m from the town centre) for
onward transport to Darwin markets.
These commercial fishers have expressed interest in
supplying local (Maningrida and surrounding
settlements) with product, or potentially having product processed in Maningrida for other markets
(Darwin and beyond). However, the current uncertainty in access arrangements following the Blue
Mud Bay decision, and historically poor relations between commercial fishers and traditional owners
may make such arrangements difficult to consummate. The Maningrida processing facility was not
implemented with a business model of utilising commercial catch but exploring this option would
appear to have benefits to both Traditional Owners and commercial fishers.
Figure 30: Maningrida barge ramp

If possible, such containerised processing of commercial catches could be viable at many of the
smaller remote settlements, with a view to processing catches for the local markets, or for freezing
and onward transport to Darwin and markets beyond. The main infrastructure barrier to such a
supply chain is the barge timing, with transit to Darwin taking up to five days as smaller settlements
are visited.
The Maningrida barge landing ramp was upgraded in 2015/16, however the current ramp is not
usable at low tides (having a drop off at the bottom end and drying at low tide levels). Fishing
operations are limited from the ramp when barges are present, with boat launching restricted to
squeezing alongside the barge whilst it is berthed. The ramp would require widening (and ideally
extending) to be suitable for sustained fishing operations.
The cost of such an upgrade would likely be several hundred thousand dollars (based on the prior
ramp upgrade cost).

62

These are privately owned facilities, not government-controlled, and access would need to be negotiated
with the owners
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8.3

Port Keats
Port Keats is a barge ramp on Sandfly Creek nearby the
Wadeye community. There is limited commercial
fishing activity from the port, given access restrictions
from Traditional Owners.
With recent upgrades, the road access to Port Keats
has improved, although year-round access is not
guaranteed.

Port Keats could be an important west coast access
point for inshore commercial fisheries. If road access,
barge frequency and loading facilities were improved.
Figure 31: Port Keats ramp

8.4

Port Melville

Port Melville is a deep-sea port on Melville (Tiwi) Island near the community of Pirlangimpi in Apsley
strait, operated by Ausgroup's Ezion Offshore Logistics Hub was originally constructed as a woodchip
export facility in 2014, but has changed roles to
function as a marine supply base for equipment and
supplies for the oil and gas industry.
Whilst geographically the port is attractive for vessels
operating in the offshore snapper fisheries and others,
in practice assuming all other relevant needs were met,
fishing vessels would still have to transit to Darwin to
offload catch, or arrange barge transport after
unloading into freezer containers, making the use of
Figure 32: Port Melville
Port Melville unattractive.

8.5

Alyangula

Alyangula is a deep-water port near the eponymous community on Groote Eylandt. Its primary
purpose is as an export facility for South32's GEMCO manganese mining operation.
Alyangula supports only modest commercial fishing activity, with expansion limited by the
availability of product transport to markets (barge), as well as general supply expense.

8.6

McArthur region (Bing Bong and Borroloola)

Bing Bong is the trans-shipment port for
zinc/lead concentrate trucked 120km from
Glencore’s McArthur River mine
approximately 70km southwest of the
township of Borroloola, from where the
concentrate is barged to ocean-going
vessels anchored approximately 20km
offshore. Bing Bong is also the barge transshipment point for iron ore from Britmar’s
Roper Bar Mine (parent company British
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King Ash
Bay

Wearyan
River

Marine also has an interest in Queensland bauxite operations) which re-started recently following
the liquidation of the previous operator (Western Desert Resources) in 2015.
Borroloola is a community approximately 50km upstream from the mouth of the McArthur River.
Although the town has a boat ramp, most fishing activity is based downstream at the King Ash Bay
boat ramp.
These locations support only modest commercial fishing activity. In the Mud Crab fishery63 8
operators with 12-14 licenses operate near Borroloola (King Ash Bay/Wearyan River), with expansion
limited by the availability of product transport to markets, as well as general supply expense.

8.7

Roper River

The Roper River empties into Limmen Bight,
a major Mud Crab fishery (and in past years
the area was also an important barramundi
area). Large areas of Limmen Bight were
declared a Marine Park in March 2012,
prompting the departure of the Barramundi
licensees. There is potential for activity in
the Coastal Line, Shark and Mackerel
fisheries.

Current
crabber camp
(approx. 3km)
Port Roper
boat ramp

11 Mud Crab operators (14-15 licenses)
currently operate out of western Gulf of
Carpentaria/Roper River (their camp is currently on a
mining lease and comprises relatively rudimentary
shacks).
Road access is possible usually 9 months of the year
with supply and product offtake arranged by the
Darwin-based buyers. Fuel supply by means of
manhandling steel drums and decanting into 25L plastic
outboard tanks is of particular concern.
The Sherwin iron ore mine (Roper Valley Iron Ore Project) made trial shipments of 400,000 tonnes of
Direct Shipping Iron Ore (DSO) in 2013 before it was purchased from administration by Al Rawda
Resources of the United Arab Emirates, via their Australian subsidiary Northern Territory Iron Ore
Pty Ltd (NTIO)64. In 2017 the company outlined a new route to take the mine's iron ore to export by
building a barge landing near the mouth of the Roper River (in the vicinity of the current crabber
camps), to where the mine's iron ore would be trucked then barged out to larger vessels in the Gulf
of Carpentaria. The mine proposal is to be assessed for environmental impacts65, but if it does start
then the access road to Roper River would need to be upgraded.
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Interview C Calogeras 27/7/19
https://www.ntio.com.au/
65
https://ntepa.nt.gov.au/environmental-assessments/register/roper-valley-iron-ore-project
64
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8.8

Other remote fishery locations

The following illustrate the main additional Mud
Crab fishery access points, to give an idea of the
isolated nature of the access points. It is not
intended to be a comprehensive list of access
points.
Arnhem coast fishers operate out of Lake
Evella/Gapuwiyak and Maningrida. West of
Darwin 2-5 operators (depending on the season)
operate out of Bynoe Harbour (from shacks at
Raft Point). Occasionally an operator operates

Finniss
River

from Dundee Beach/Finniss River, but they have
to sleep on boats due to not having permission
to camp (they can unload off the beach). Further
west, operators out of Daley River (no facilities,
with barge provision only).

Raft

Point
Bynoe
Harbour

Crabbers can no longer operate from Channel
Point or Port Keats (as permits were cancelled).
Near the WA border, 1-2 operators occasionally
operate from pastoral leases on Victoria River.

8.9

Remote fishery infrastructure issues

WA
border

NT remote fisheries are dominated by the
enormous distances involved, poor road
infrastructure (typically seasonally impassable),
limited and expensive barge transportation, a
lack of remote services and infrastructure, and
problems with (or simply non-existent) efficient communication.

Victoria
River

8.9.1 Maritime access
Remote fisheries access is generally is extremely sparse along the NT coastline, access points are
often rudimentary, and often tide-dependent. Most operators do not have any alternate maritime
access. Simple ramp or beach access usually limits commercial fishing to small vessels, inshore
fisheries and modest volumes. Access points are usually shared with other uses (recreational
boaters, traditional owners) and often subject to conflict. Commercial fishing areas (and closure
lines) may be poorly understood and the source of considerable conflict.
Maritime access for larger vessel classes (non-ramp) usually is shared with other uses, namely
mining operations or community barge transport, which generally has priority use of the access.
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8.9.2

Transport infrastructure

8.9.2.1 Roads
Most remote fisheries locations have unsealed, dry-season-only road access, which hinders resupply of operations and product transport. Improved road access, whilst undoubtedly beneficial to
commercial fishers, cannot be justified solely by the benefit to commercial fisheries; instead
improvements will likely be driven by wider community needs.
Important remote-area fisheries which could benefit most from upgraded road access include Roper
River and Port Keats.
8.9.2.2 Barge service
With barge transport being the lifeline of many remote fishery operators, NT commercial fishers
surveyed and interviewed often commented on the inefficiency of barge timetables. Long or
unreliable transit times back to the Darwin hub restricts operators to frozen or ambient product
(Mud Crabs) only, eliminating the possibility of higher-value fresh whole or processed product.
As barge services are privately run, their timetabling is beyond the scope of this infrastructure
project. It is worth pointing out that a move away from “milk-run” schedules to “hub-and-spoke”
schedules may be feasible, and indeed desirable, especially once Nhulunbuy has improved road
access allowing it to become a barge hub port.
Given that NT government entities are large barge freight customers, some indication by these
customers as to changing barge schedules may be possible.
8.9.3 Communications infrastructure
The single greatest feasible benefit to remote fisheries operations may be improved communication.
Generally remote fisheries are characterised by small vessels operating in areas outside mobile
telephone coverage, and for whom normal maritime communications are infeasible. VHF marine
radio is essentially line-of-sight (up to perhaps some 10s of km range); HF radios are generally not
suitable for small vessels (given limited aerial siting possibilities).
8.9.3.1 VHF network expansion
Surf Life Saving NT completed a proposal for an expansion of the VHF marine radio network which is
currently limited to within 20km or so of significant population centres. The proposal envisaged
repeater stations being used to spread the coverage much more widely and able to be monitored
centrally. The advantage of radio is the ability to broadcast to any vessel on the network and even
when out of repeater coverage to any vessel within the direct range of the set (which can be 10s of
kilometres depending on sets). Most NT commercial fishing vessels already have VHF radios. That
proposal is currently with government who are considering to what extent it can be progressed.
Given financial constraints gradual expansion of the repeater system may be anticipated.
Communications is key to safety and the further this project is progressed the greater the dividends
for SAR response.
8.9.3.2 Mobile base stations
Cellular mobile telephony is perhaps the “best” option for near-town inshore fisheries
communication, given the small size, capability, cheapness and ubiquity of consumer handsets
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available. If base station signal coverage is available, then handsets and costs of calls and data are
relatively cheap (and will tend to upgrade over time).
The federal government maintains a database of poor or no mobile coverage (“blackspots”)66 which
is used to guide the Department of Communication and the Arts’ mobile blackspot priority
program67. We note that there are around 13,480 blackspot locations recorded on the database (any
members of the public, State, Territory and Local Governments and Members of Parliament may
nominate blackspot locations), of which around 503 are in the NT and only 34 added since 2016. The
database is used to design proposals for funding under the current round 4 of the Mobile Black Spot
Program (this nomination period closed on 11 October 2018; the round is due to be fulfilled by July
2019).
There do not appear to be all NT remote fisheries locations listed on the blackspot database. It may
be wise for interested parties to do so. There have been over 450 locations with mobile coverage
added since the Black Spot Program started.
The Mobile Black Spot Program is fulfilled by telecoms companies (generally Telstra or Optus). There
may be value in approaching the Department of Communication and the Arts to investigate if partfunding of fisheries-related mobile base station locations is possible.
Recently, mobile base-station solutions have become lower-cost and more versatile68. It is likely that
the Mobile Black Spot Program will continue to extend coverage to remote areas.
8.9.3.3 Portable satellite communications
Satellite communications devices have historically been regarded as not feasible for small-scale
fisheries communications due to their cost.
The cost of satellite communications has been dropping substantially in recent years, to the point
that the costs are within range of many fishing operators. For instance, a portable satellite handset
such as the Thuraya XT-LITE model may be purchased for around $700 from several providers, with a
subscription cost of $15 per month. Call and data costs are still much higher than a normal cellular
service, but judicious use would make this service feasible for most fisheries operations.
We note that such satellite handsets/subscriptions may have value for even non-remote fisheries.
8.9.3.4 Fixed satellite communications
Many remote dwellings (such as rural homesteads) use the new NBN Sky Muster satellite service for
data and voice communications, giving a relatively high-bandwidth but modest-cost service.
Unfortunately, many remote fisheries camps are not able to access this service. NBN is obliged to
arrange installation for eligible addresses, but requires a registered address for installation69, and
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https://data.gov.au/dataset/community-reports-of-poor-or-no-mobile-coverage
https://www.communications.gov.au/documents/mobile-black-spot-program-priority-locations
68
For instance, see http://www.icsindustries.com.au/products/communication-trailers/solar-cell-on-wheels
69
https://www.nbnco.com.au/support/articles/000001195/what-are-the-eligibility-criteria-for-the-nbn--skymuster--satellite-service
67
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many camps are not registered addresses due to their informal tenure (some are on mining or
pastoral leases).
At some future point, NBN may make satellite service available to mobile devices. There would
appear to be considerable demand for such a service (from caravan-type dwellings, travellers, and
offshore fishing and other vessels), however as the NBN satellite service is heavily cross-subsidised
by urban fixed-line subscribers, extending the service would require a change of NBN policy (perhaps
following instigation by the Department of Communication and the Arts.
8.9.3.5 VMS alerts
The use of Vessel Monitoring Systems for SAR purposes has been suggested by Coroners in QLD and
WA following the loss of fishing vessels. SAR alerting generated by loss of VMS polling is being
discussed by the NATSAR70 council but at this time there has not been an official position released.
The 406MHz EPIRB beacon is the officially supported way of initiating a distress response along with
other recognised distress signals such as 'Mayday' calls or flares and other signals when in range. If a
vessel sinks rapidly then it is important the EPIRB is float free and the crew drilled in the actions to
take.
Given there are many reasons why a VMS unit may stop polling it does not by itself provide the
justification to commence a SAR operation. If the vessel VMS stops polling the logical process would
be to use other communications methods to determine if there is or is not an issue before reporting
an overdue / missing party. Currently VMS is not constantly monitored – its use is to verify
compliance with fisheries regulations and so only certain activity would initiate an immediate
notification.
Loss of VMS polling may not be the right tool for SAR initiation due to potential delays in response
and there are other options available at significantly lower cost. However, this is an area still
undergoing evaluation and VMS-related safety systems may become an area requiring investment.

8.10 Remote-area safety infrastructure
The widely-dispersed nature of NT remote-area commercial fisheries implies both a high quantity of
desired safety infrastructure, and poor utilisation of same, given the low population density. Whilst
such safety infrastructure such as navigation markers are
NT Water Police have previously proposed a long-range patrol vessel (17-22m) to regularly patrol the
coast and perform rescue functions, albeit limited to within the range of its location at the time.
This has not been progressed due to the inability to justify the staff/cost and expected
usage/requirement, although there has been recent consideration to expand this proposal for a
vessel that is shared by multiple agencies so that it becomes a better value proposition. We note
that factors such as increased commercial fishing activity from Nhulunbuy and the need for greater
monitoring and enforcement in recently-changed management (quota) systems may indicate a need
to revisit the benefit calculations of such a vessel.

70

National Search and Rescue Council – cooperative body responsible for the national search and rescue
response
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8.11 Remote Fisheries Infrastructure Project Priority List
The following are the projects identified as priorities from interviews and on-line surveys:
Table 6: Remote fisheries priority list

Project

Urgency71

Importance

Cost72

Comments

Telecoms small cell
base stations (Black
Spot program)

Medium

High

$$

Satellite handset
provision
NBN satellite
ability for remote
and offshore
service

High

High

$

High

High

$

VMS lost-link alarm
system
Improved Roper
River (and other)
road access
Improved coverage
of closure line
markers
Access to
Maningrida fish
processing for
commercial fishers
Freezer container
cold storage in
Maningrida
Replicate
Maningrida fish
processing

High

High

$

Medium

V. High

$$$$

Accelerate or subsidise remote fisheries
locations' Black Spot program installation.
Remote fisheries operators’ associations add
their locations to the Black Spot database and
approach the NTG for support with
prioritisation, and the Department of
Communication and the Arts to investigate
funding fisheries-related mobile base station
locations.
Subsidise low-cost satellite handsets in
remote fisheries.
Change NBN policy or fund equipment
provision for remote/offshore broadband.
NTSC to investigate whether the Department
of Communication and the Arts may be willing
to assist with NBN registered address policy
and/or inshore/offshore vessels.
With VMS becoming compulsory, a VMS-lostlink escalation improves safety response
Seasonally impassable, currently requires 8-9
days barging as alternate

Medium

Medium

$$

Source of considerable conflict between TO,
recreational and commercial fishers

Medium

High

$

Underutilised facilities, significant expansion
of employment and economic viability

Medium

Medium

$

Necessary to value-add (fillet) reef fish for
Darwin market, in conjunction with the above

Low

High

$$

Several communities would benefit from
employment, local fish consumption and highvalue exports

71

The urgency reflects a judgement as to whether the facility will make a significant difference in the short
term (2-3 years, “High”) or medium-term (5-7 years, “Medium”). The importance reflects a subjective
judgement as to the benefits of the facility
72
The cost reflects an indication of a preliminary estimate. Mobile base stations cost around $400k each
(although a significant portion of this may be covered by Black Spot assistance and operator revenue). Satellite
handsets could be purchased for 200 remote operators for $140k (with fishers responsible for operating
costs). A change of NBN policy may be costless. A VMS lost-link system may require minor alert capex, but this
would be shared across multiple jurisdictions. Remote-location road access is primarily of benefit to other
sectors, at relatively high cost and would need independent scoping to form a view on costs. Closure markers’
cost would depend on the scale of the program, but a prioritised marker program could be of the order of
$0.5-1m. Access to the existing Maningrida facility would have de minimus cost. Installed freezer capacity in
Maningrida should cost around $50k. Maningrida-style processing facility replication should cost around $120150k each. Widening the Maningrida ramp should cost $0.2-0.4m
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containers in other
communities
Widen Maningrida
barge ramp
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Medium

Medium

$

Access not possible when barges are present

9 Aquaculture
9.1

Potential

Aquaculture in the Northern Territory has significant acknowledged potential and is likely to grow
strongly in the short and medium term, driven by expansion of existing operations, and greenfield
opportunities.
The Cooperative Research Centre for Developing Northern Australia (CRCNA) announced a 12month, $420,000 industry situational analysis study in January 2019 between leading Australian
aquaculture researchers and key industry players (James Cook University (JCU), CSIRO, Blueshift
Consulting, Australian Barramundi Farmers Association (ABFA), Australian Prawn Farmers
Association (APFA) and the Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation (ILSC)) to identify the challenges
and opportunities facing the northern Australian aquaculture sector.
The situational analysis will look across the aquaculture supply chain in Queensland, the Northern
Territory and Western Australian and examine the industry’s current infrastructure, biosecurity
threats and protocols, animal health management and investment landscape and identify possible
gaps or further research needs in the sector.

9.2

Scope of this report

Aquaculture operations by their nature include substantial infrastructure, much of which is on-farm.
We have excluded consideration of on-farm infrastructure from this review. Many of the general
infrastructure issues raised in the previous sections are also relevant to general development of
aquaculture.

9.3

Current infrastructure issues

9.3.1 Transport infrastructure
The Humpty Doo Barramundi farm borders the Adelaide River on the site of an historic rice farm and
uses well-established road freight contractors. Transport availability is only problematic during
mango season.
The last approximately 3 kilometres of road (Anzac Parade) into the Humpty Doo facility is unsealed.
Sealing this remaining section would be desirable to improve product quality.
The Sea Dragon project is described in some detail in Appendix 1.
The Sea Dragon project will use extensive road freight. The Northern Territory, Federal and Western
Australian Governments have committed to a $100m upgrade of the Keep River public road to
provide all year access between Kununurra in WA and Legune Station in the NT. Extensive on-farm
road upgrades have been planned. A small road upgrade near the Bynoe facility off Fog Bay Road is
also committed.
The Legune Station road upgrade will have additional benefits, in particular the ability for cattle
stations along the route to be able to shift stock during the wet season, allowing greater market
access. There are also limestone pits along the road that will gain greater market access.
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Freight routes from Kununurra (the likely processing location) have not yet been finalised, nor the
freight method (refrigerated trucks or containers, which might be shipped in turn by road or rail).
Shipping routes have not yet been finalised, but existing port operators in either Darwin or
Wyndham may undertake works to handle feed and export product (including AQIS requirements).
The decision on freight routes and ports will be made in late 2019 following a tender process.
9.3.2 Processing/cold-storage infrastructure
Both major aquaculture facilities perform (or plan to) their own, integrated processing. In the case of
Humpty Doo, product is chilled whole, but could potentially be processed (filleted) in Darwin should
a facility be made available there. Humpty Doo has indicated they would be interested in any Darwin
processing facility made available.
The Sea Dragon product processing will likely be undertaken in Kununurra and hence is outside the
scope of this project.
9.3.3 Utilities
The Humpty Doo expansion project relies on electricity from the NT Power and Water Corporation.
The power consumption profile is relatively flat and cannot be flexed throughout the day. Approval
of solar power generation will assist consumption during diurnal hours but will not affect night-time
consumption. Humpty Doo has been advised that the available capacity will limit their expansion
capacity in the next two years at the current rate of expansion.
The Utilities Commission Power System Review of 2016‑1773 shows transmission capacity to Humpty
Doo is adequate (and average demand in the area is actually dropping), so upgrades to supply future
expansion is limited only by distribution (22kV power-line) capacity/gauge. The line concerned is
approximately 8km from the substation.
The Sea Dragon project includes its own power generation, water supply, waste-water handling and
other utilities on Legune Station and will be essentially islanded from outside utility provision.
9.3.4 Darwin Aquaculture Centre
The DPIR-sponsored Darwin Aquaculture Centre (DAC)74 was completed at Channel Island in Darwin
Harbour some 50km from the city centre in September 1998.
DAC has specific areas dedicated to fish, molluscs, echinoderms, crustaceans, algae, live feeds and
environmental control work, in addition to a large dry laboratory, office, workshop and store.
DAC has undertaken a range of Research and Development projects on pearl oysters, sea cucumber,
giant clams, prawns, barramundi, blue fin tuna, mud crabs, reef fish, copepods, rotifers, algae,
aquaponics and parasitic, viral and bacterial diseases since it was established. A significant program
concentrates on commercialising edible tropical oysters.
In recent years commercial aquaculture operators have leased space at DAC for their production
hatchery operations. In 2000 the Centre was expanded with the addition of a commercial
barramundi fingerling production facility capable of producing more than 1 million advanced
73

http://www.utilicom.nt.gov.au/PMS/Publications/UC-PSR-2016-17.pdf
https://dpir.nt.gov.au/fisheries/fisheries-strategies,-projects-and-research/aquaculture-research-anddevelopment
74
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fingerlings per year, the facility of which is now leased by Humpty Doo Barramundi. Paspaley
produces pearl spat for their farming operations from leased space at DAC. Tasmanian Seafoods uses
leased space at DAC to produce Sandfish/Trepang larvae for their sea-ranching operations in
Arnhem Land but has recently purchased a 64ha site for a grow-out facility as DAC does not have
sufficient space. Monsoon Aquatics leases space at DAC for aquarium clam reproduction.
Each of the above lessees has plans for considerable expansion of breeding/hatchery operations75,
to the extent of active searches for suitable sites. DAC at present is operating at close to full capacity
space-wise, and certainly will be at full capacity should any of the above operations expand as
planned at DAC. The emphasis of DAC has (and will continue) to shift from solely research to more
production supporting grow-out facilities, with a coupled emphasis on reliability, controllability and
efficiency.
A new commercial facility is needed as a result to allow expansion of the NT aquaculture industry by
allowing growth for existing commercial operators and provide for new entrants as well as give back
to DAC greatly needed space to pursue expanded R&D. There is considerable synergy in combining
multiple commercial breeding/hatchery operations, notably sharing of water supply, filtering and
discharge infrastructure, and sharing of scientific staff, expertise and facilities.
The logical location for a commercial facility would be in close proximity to DAC to access the
established water supply and discharge system already installed and working at DAC76. There is an
adjacent site available (between DAC and the power station).
A commercial facility of approximately 1,500m2 for each of say 5 tenants would be suitable for the
anticipated medium-term growth (although it may be wise in the concept-design phase to allow for
further expansion). A facility comprising multi-tenant (flexibly partitioned) space with ambient
covered space for production operations, and climate-controlled space for offices, labs and perhaps
algae facilities.
Commercial-operation rent for the current space has increased over time to essentially market rates.
It is proposed that the NTG funds the extension of DAC, namely the land, site works and building
structure, with tenants supplying production plant, with a commercial rent being charged.
Alternatively, a commercial developer could be involved to finance what is essentially a commercial
development, with NTG involvement limited to land provision and assistance with water licences, as
required.
The cost of such a facility, including water-handling, would be of the order of $10m. Commercial
lessees would be expected to pay a suitable commercial yield in rent for the facility, and have
indicated this is an acceptable rate.
9.3.5 Other infrastructure
The Adelaide River at Humpty Doo is flood-prone during extended rain periods. Flooding causes
destruction of pond walls, potential loss of equipment, and likely loss of animal stock. The existing
75

For instance Tasmanian Seafoods plans a volume increase of approximately 10X in the next year or two.
Humpty Doo Barramundi is planning an approximately 3X volume increase in coming years
76
Current water supply/discharge and other licenses would need to be amended, however it is likely this
would be easier than obtaining greenfield-site licenses
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walls around the Humpty Doo pondages are not flood-proof and could benefit from additional flood
levees around the property boundary.
Humpty Doo recently installed an 8km air-link (microwave) data link to enable broadband data.
The Sea Dragon project will require data access on Legune Station – the likely feasible solution would
be a satellite solution or a microwave link to Kununurra77. Coverage at the Bynoe facility has recently
been upgraded and may be sufficient.

9.4

Aquaculture Infrastructure Project Priority List

Table 7: Aquaculture priority list

Project

Urgency78

Importance

Cost79

Comments

Humpty Doo 22kV
power line upgrade

Medium

High

$$

Allow project expansion beyond short term

Darwin Aquaculture
Centre expansion

High

High

$$$$

Growth in current pearl, clam, barramundi,
trepang and other commercial operations will
exceed current capacity of DAC

77

Cost-benefit analysis currently being undertaken, tender process may follow
The urgency reflects a judgement as to whether the facility will make a significant difference in the short
term (2-3 years, “High”) or medium-term (5-7 years, “Medium”). The importance reflects a subjective
judgement as to the benefits of the facility
79
The cost reflects an indication of a preliminary estimate. Scoping studies would be needed to provide
concept-stage estimates.
78
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Appendix 1: Overview of wildcatch fisheries and
aquaculture80
Inshore Fisheries
Aquarium Fishery
The Aquarium Fishery is a limited-entry small-scale, multi-species fishery operating in freshwater,
estuarine and marine habitats to the outer boundary of the Australian Fishing Zone (AFZ). There are
11 transferable licences. There are three active boats in the fishery, undertaking daily or multi-day
trips, hand collecting product. Licensees can use several types of nets, hand pumps, freshwater pots
and hand-held instruments to collect specimens, and often grow-out product for sale in a mixed
aquaculture/wild-catch integrated operation. The fishery supplies a wide range of aquarium fishes,
plants and invertebrates to local, interstate and international pet retailers and wholesalers. Catch
limits (triggers) in the fishery have been set based on the average catch of two of the twelve
licensees over approximately 2.5 years from January 2010 to June 2012.
Freshwater and estuarine species are generally collected between the Adelaide and Daly rivers,
while most marine species are collected within 100km of Nhulunbuy and Darwin. A large area of
possible suitable habitat across the NT coastline is not being explored.
The current harvest and value of the fishery is comparatively small (licensees harvested 2.0 t of
product in 2016, valued at about $0.19 million). The NTG consider there to be significant potential
for development in the NT Aquarium Fishery.
Table 8: Aquarium fishery species limits
Species/Species Group

Catch limits (Trigger Values)

Group A Finfish (silver & spotted scat, common archerfish, chequered
& black banded rainbowfish, sail-fin perchlet, black catfish)

30,000 individuals per species.

Soft Coral and Associated Benthic Species (corallimorph, anemones
and live rock)

20 tonnes per specific region (Carpentaria,
Arafura and Bonaparte Gulf Region)

Hard Coral and Live Rock

Species specific trigger points (1025 kg total
catch in 2015/16)

Giant Clam, T.maxima and T.squamosa

T.squamosa: 200 individuals
T.maxima: 80 individuals

80

Unless otherwise noted, this section is adapted from online sources: https://nt.gov.au/marine/commercialfishing, https://www.ntsc.com.au/content/about-our-fisheries, https://www.afma.gov.au/fisheries/northernprawn-fishery, http://www.environment.gov.au/marine/fisheries/nt,
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/research-topics/fisheries/fisheries-economics/fisheries-economicindicators#northern-prawn-fishery http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/research-topics/fisheries/fisheriesand-aquaculture-statistics, https://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.ashx?id=7f53f11f-a2ae-465a-b22ffd1c2504962e&subId=350862
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Narrow sawfish (Anoxypristis cuspidate) and dwarf sawfish (pristis
clavata)

Pristis species: 20 individuals.

Syngnathids species, other than Hippocampis (seahorses) – Territory
waters only

150 individuals.

Hermit Crabs

120,000 individuals

Coastal Line Fishery
The Coastal Line Fishery operates along the NT coastline between the high-water mark and 15
nautical miles seaward from the low water mark. The fishery is regionalised into two zones. The
Western Zone extends from the Western Australia border to Vashon Head on Cobourg Peninsula,
while the Eastern Zone extends from Vashon head to the Queensland Border.
Licensees are permitted to use several gear types but the primary fishing gear is vertical drop lines.
Fish traps cannot be used in the Western Zone but can be used from 2nm to 15nm outside of this
zone.
The Coastal Line Fishery is a limited entry fishery (51 fully transferable licences). In 2017, ITQs were
introduced for black jewfish (145 t) and golden snapper (4.5t) in the Western Zone only and were
allocated to 8 licence holders. Many of the remaining licences have been inactive. There has been
minimal fishing effort in the Eastern Zone of the fishery due to its remoteness.
The fishery can operate all year round (weather permitting) undertaking 24-hour trips on neap tides.
Vessels range in size between 5-12 metres.
Black Jewfish and Golden Snapper are the target species. The price of black jewfish swim bladders
has risen significantly in recent years making this the desired target species. Fish are kept whole or
gutted on ice or ice slurry, or in some cases, filleted depending on market demand.
Coastal Line Fishery licensees harvested 156 tonnes (t) of fish in 2016, with Black Jewfish and Golden
Snapper forming most of the harvest (97% and 1.2%, respectively). Red snapper and cods were the
main by-product species taken in any significant quantity (0.35%). No bycatch was reported in this
fishery in 2016. The total value of the catch in this fishery is estimated at $1.31 million.
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Figure 33: Coastal Line Fishery, NTG 2018

Barramundi Fishery
The fishery extends from the high-water mark to three nautical miles seaward of the low water mark
and is restricted to waters seaward of the coast, river mouth or closure lines. Commercial fishing is
not permitted within the confines of Kakadu National Park, the Mary River Management Zone,
Darwin Harbour, Shoal Bay, or in various key river systems. In addition, fishers may not operate or
anchor within the dugong protection area in the south-western Gulf of Carpentaria.
The Barramundi fishery is limited entry. There are 14 fully transferable licences. Each licence is
allowed a maximum of 1000m of gill net but the length of net used is restricted by the number of
units a licence holder has – one unit is equivalent to 100 metres of net, while a full licence has 10
units. There are around 10 small vessels operating in the fishery between 8 to 16 metres in length.
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Figure 34: Distribution of Barramundi catch (all fisheries) NTG 2017

The fishery targets Barramundi and King Threadfin, with the season running from 1 February to 30
September. Nets are set and retrieved from dinghies while the fish are processed on board the main
boat. Nets can only be set across half a watercourse and must not be set within 25 metres of
another net in rivers. Boats are often at sea for several weeks and in some cases, months. Because of
the remote areas being fished, most operations are based on frozen product.
In 2016, 566.7t were caught at an estimated value of $3.8 m. Barramundi and King Threadfin formed
the bulk of the catch (53.8% and 44.4%, respectively), with Black Jewfish (0.5 %) and sharks (0.23%)
taken as by-product.
A small fresh “on ice” market for Barramundi has also emerged and this product is delivered to
market weekly by road or air. Product is primarily sold in the Northern Territory and Sydney.
Coastal Net Fishery
The fishery extends from the high-water mark to three nautical miles out from the low-water mark.
The fishery is limited entry and restricted to five non-transferable licences although only 1 or 2
licences are active. The fishery is divided into regions and fishers can only fish in the region or
regions nominated on their licence. The regions include: Darwin – from Cape Hotham to Native Point
and Cape Ford to Cape Dooley; Gove – between Cape Arnhem and Cape Wilberforce; Borroloola –
from Bing Bong Creek and Pelican Spit.
The fishery is accessed by land; utes and dinghies are used to set nets. Fishing is conducted in
daylight hours usually during neap tides. Nets must meet strict requirements and must be emptied
in water more than 30 cm deep to help the release of bycatch. Mullet is the primary species taken in
the coastal net fishery. A number of byproduct species are also taken including Blue Threadfin,
sharks, Queenfish, Garfish, Snapper and Whiting. Barramundi, King Threadfin, Spanish Mackerel or
Mud Crab cannot be taken under a coastal net license.
A total of 11.5t of fishes were harvested by Coastal Net Fishery licensees in 2016, 65.3% of which
were mullet, 9.2% were Blacktip Shark and 8% were Blue Salmon. By-product species included
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whiting (Family Sillaginidae), queenfish, garfish (Family Hemiramphidae), Milk Shark and Golden
Snapper. There was no reported bycatch in this fishery during 2016. The total value of the catch in
this fishery is estimated at $48 000 Fish are kept whole on ice or filleted and gutted. Most offloading
occurs in Darwin.
Mud Crab Fishery
The NT Mud Crab Fishery is confined to the tidal waters of the Top End and targets Mud Crabs using
baited pots. Licensees are not permitted to operate in Darwin Harbour and in most creeks adjoining
Shoal Bay, Leaders Creek, Kakadu National Park or parts of the Cobourg Marine Park. The fishery is

Figure 35: Mud Crab fishery NTG 2017

limited entry. There are 49 licences, and 98 units of entitlement each permitting the use of up to 30
crab pots per unit. A licensee must hold at least two units of entitlement (60 pots) to be able to
enter the fishery. Most licensees operate in the Gulf of Carpentaria, with a small number based
along the Arnhem Land coast or near Darwin. Crab pots are set within estuaries or along the coastal
fringe and are checked and re-baited daily. Licensees may also use restricted bait nets (gillnets) up to
100 m in length to catch fish for use as crab bait. These nets may only be set in the open sea within 3
nm of the coast and the fisher must attend the net at all times. The use of this gear is prohibited
between Bing Bong and the Queensland border and in a number of other areas around the coast.
The fishery is operational all year round, however due to weather conditions, little commercial
crabbing occurs during January and February. Many commercial fishers work from remote locations
under difficult environmental conditions and limited, if any, infrastructure. The majority of crab
fishers work from 5 to 6.2 metre outboard powered dinghies and have semi-permanent land-based
camps where the crabs are stored prior to transport to Darwin.
A total 122.4t of Mud Crabs were harvested by Mud Crab Fishery licensees in 2016. By-product
species amounted to 3 t, 85% of which were catfish and 15% bream. Licensees also caught 15 t of
fishes in restricted bait nets. Most of this catch were mullet (33.5%), followed by catfish (31.2%) and
Blue Salmon (15.6%); the estimated value of this catch is $4.1 million.
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Crabs are transported to Darwin by road (primarily) or barge in temperature-controlled containers,
usually inside crates lined and covered with damp hessian bags. At the trader/processor premises
the crabs are repacked in waxed cardboard or foam boxes for shipment interstate or to export
markets. The supply chain from harvest to market for mud crabs in the NT can be up to 15 days. The
physical demands on the crab can be extreme as they are transported and distributed by road and
air.
Trepang Fishery
Commercial fishing for sea cucumber is allowed from the high-water mark to three nautical miles
seaward from the territorial sea baseline. The fishery is managed through individual TAC limits
across 32 60 X 60 nm grids. Most activity occurs along the Arnhem Land coast, with the primary
harvest areas being around Cobourg Peninsula and Groote Eylandt. There are six fully transferable
licences in this limited entry fishery owned by one operator.
With restricted land access to the majority of the NT coastline, all fishing operations are vessel based
using two boats undertaking trips of up to two weeks. Generally, a mother boat anchors in deeper
offshore waters and divers move in to the harvest area using dinghies (termed dories). These dories
don’t anchor, but stay “live” and move with the divers as they collect live individual specimens by
hand. Dive sessions last up to three hours at which time all the product is returned to the mother
boat. Diving generally takes place in shallow coastal embayments and foreshores in waters up to 15
metres in depth. Operational constraints such as poor visibility, strong winds, currents and presence
of predators or threats (e.g. crocodiles, sharks, jellyfish) can limit or halt all diving. The extreme tidal
range experienced throughout many areas of the fishery, compounded by the distinct wet and dry
season, reduces diver visibility and the potential to collect Trepang all year round. Collection is
generally restricted to neap tides during the dry season when water clarity improves.
Not all areas are suitable for collecting Trepang. Specific areas where the target species of Trepang in
the NT are generally prevalent are in areas of mud, silt and sand flats with high organic input and
good water quality.
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Figure 36: Map of Trepang Fishery (Trepang fishery ESD Report C September 2003)

Trepang are washed, gutted, blanched (in boiling water) and dried prior to sale. Juvenile Trepang are
also harvested for ranching. Ranching involves suitable bays (facing the prevailing winds) being
seeded with juveniles (15-20mm from the Darwin Aquaculture Centre) and harvested at spring low
tides by aboriginal communities’ wading/hand collecting. Ranching is currently undertaken at two
locations on Goulburn Island and Groote Eylandt, with expansion to other sites planned.
87.2t were caught in the wild catch fishery in 2016, with a total value of $3.9m. The vast majority of
the catch is exported.
Pearl Oyster Fishery
This fishery operates from the high-water mark to the outer boundary of the Australian fishing zone,
200 nautical miles offshore. There are five fully transferable licences in this limited entry fishery.
Pearl oysters may only be taken by hand. A total of 138,000 oysters can be collected each year
(2017). Hatchery-bred oysters are also used.
The oysters are primarily used for the pearl culture industry. Pearls are seeded into oysters, returned
to baskets, then harvested and the pearls retrieved, processed, sorted and sold. Following
consolidation, the major operator is now a vertically-integrated operation extending as far as
branded retail outlets.

Offshore Fisheries
Spanish Mackerel Fishery
The NT Spanish Mackerel Fishery extends seaward from the high-water mark to the outer limit of
the Australian Fishing Zone (AFZ) and targets Spanish Mackerel using trolled lures or baited lines.
The primary fishing grounds include waters near Bathurst Island, New Year Island, the Wessel Islands
around to Groote Eylandt and the Sir Edward Pellew Group of islands.
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The Spanish Mackerel fishery is limited entry and restricted to 15 fully transferable licences.
Licensees typically fish from a mother ship and/or dories, with a maximum of two dories permitted
per licence. They may use any number or combination of troll lines, floating hand lines or rods.
Operators generally troll two to four lines behind a dory and up to eight lines from a mother boat.
Fishing trips vary from a week to a few weeks with fishing occurring in daylight hours. Fish is usually
filleted, packed in 10kg boxes and frozen on board.

Figure 37: Distribution of Spanish mackerel catches (all fisheries) NTG 2017

The Spanish Mackerel Fishery is managed through a catch-sharing arrangement between all user
groups. This agreement aims to maintain the cumulative harvest of Spanish Mackerel within a
precautionary allowable catch of 450t per annum. 342t 76% (342 t) to Spanish Mackerel Fishery
licensees, 3% (13.5 t) to Offshore Net and Line Fishery licensees, 1% (4.5 t) to Demersal Fishery
licensees, 3% (13.5 t) to FTO licensees, 16% (72 t) to recreational fishers and 1% (4.5 t) to Aboriginal
fishers. The 446.5 t landed by the commercial sector in 2016 (with an estimated value of $4.13
million) exceeds the catch allocated for it, as did the 23.14 t landed by the Offshore Net and Line
Fishery.
Almost all (99 per cent) of this catch was Spanish Mackerel with the other 1 per cent comprising
Grey Mackerel.
Offshore Net and Line Fishery
The NT Offshore Net and Line Fishery extends seaward from the high-water mark to the outer limit
of the AFZ and targets Blacktip Sharks, Spottail Sharks and Grey Mackerel. The fishery is managed
using Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs) for the main species caught in the fishery. There are 17
licences issued and 3-4 vessels operating in the fishery. Vessels undertake trips of one week to
several weeks and can fish all year round (weather permitting).
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Figure 38: Offshore Net and Line Fishery (Management arrangements for the Northern Territory offshore net and line
fishery)

The main gear used in the fishery are pelagic gillnet and longline. Pelagic gillnets are the primary
gear used by this fishery and are generally set within 15 nm of the coast. Pelagic gillnets and
longlines can only be used beyond 2 nm and 3 nm of the coast.
Offshore Net and Line Fishery licensees harvested 471.8 t of fishes in 2016. Grey Mackerel formed
the bulk of the harvest (71.4%) followed by the Blacktip Shark group (7.7%) and Spanish Mackerel
(4.9%). The primary by-product species were Bull Sharks (2.2%), Tiger Sharks (1.7%) and Queenfish
(1.5%), The total estimated value of the catch in this fishery is $3.33 million.
Fish are generally landed whole, processed as trunks or filleted and chilled in brine, or frozen on
board.
Demersal Fishery
The NT Demersal Fishery extends from 15 nm from the low water mark to the outer limit of the AFZ
(excluding the area of the Timor Reef Fishery) and targets a range of tropical snappers using a variety
fish traps, hand lines and droplines and demersal trawl nets are permitted in two defined zones.
There are 18 licences in the fishery and around 8-10 active vessels. Depending on the size of vessel,
fishing trips range from one week to several weeks.
The fishery is managed by ITQs allocated to each licence holder and based on a set of TACs applied
to Goldband Snappers (400t), Red Snappers (2500t) and “grouped fish” (915t)81. Catches are
processed on board (trunks, filleted, headed and

81

Includes all fish other than Barramundi (Lates calcarifer), King Threadfin (Polydactylus macrochir), Spanish
Mackerel, shark and mud crabs (Scylla spp.)
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gutted), then chilled in brine tanks before being
put on ice or frozen on board.
Demersal Fishery licensees harvested 3478.3t
in 2016. Red Snappers and Goldband Snappers
formed the bulk of the harvest (72.4% and
9.3%). The total estimated value of the catch in
this fishery was $19 million in 2016.
Timor Reef Fishery
The Timor Reef Fishery operates offshore in a
zone covering roughly 8400 nm2 to the northwest of Darwin and targets tropical snappers
using a variety of gear. The majority of the
Map 9: NT Demersal Fishery (grey area). Red lines indicate
trawl area (NTG, 2014).
catch is taken using baited traps, but hand
lines, droplines and demersal longlines may
also be used. There are 16 licences in the fishery and around 8-10 active vessels. Depending on the
size of vessel, fishing trips range from one week to several weeks.
The fishery is managed by ITQs for Goldband Snappers (900t), Red Snappers (1300t) and “group fish”
(415t). There are currently 12 licensees in the Timor Reef fishery, a reduction from 22 licences in
1993 (by a two for one licence reduction program). A ceiling of 45 fish traps for each licence was
agreed in 2002.

Map 10: Area of the Timor Reef Fishery (dark blue)

Licensees harvested 941.2 t of fishes in 2016, with red snapper and Goldband Snapper constituting
most of the harvest (43.3% and 31.6%, respectively), trevally 5.1% and Mangrove Jack (Lutjanus
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argentimaculatus) 3%, being the primary by-product species. The total estimated value of the catch
in this fishery is $5.6 million.
Catches are processed on board (trunks, filleted, headed and gutted), then chilled in brine tanks
before being put on ice or frozen on board. Shelf life if frozen in this manner can be more than 20
days.
Currently, most snappers landed within the Timor Reef and Demersal fisheries are sold as whole fish
(including gills and stomach), with very small amounts sold as fillets. The catch is frozen (initial
portion of the trip) or kept on ice (latter part of the trip) and the majority transported as whole fish
to Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane markets82. A small portion is supplied fresh to local NT markets
(predominantly Darwin restaurants).
Northern Prawn Fishery
The Northern Prawn Fishery is located off Australia’s northern coast from Cape York in Queensland
to Cape Londonderry in Western Australia covering approximately 880,000 square kilometres. The
Commonwealth (AFMA-managed) fishery is limited entry and managed by individual effort units
(ITEs). There are 52 trawlers licenced to fish using two, three or
four nets. Most of the vessels in the NPF are purpose built from
steel and range in length from 17 m to 28 m. All NPF boats have
modern and sophisticated catch handling, packing and freezing
capabilities as well as wet (brine) holding facilities. Vessels are at
sea for 3-4 months. Most of the catch is fresh frozen on-board
and periodically transferred onto motherships at sea. Major
landing ports are Cairns, Darwin and Karumba.
The NPF is highly seasonal, with Banana Prawn catches
concentrated between April and June, and Tiger Prawn catches
August through November. The geographic distribution of
catches also varies widely83.

Figure 39: Seasonality of the NPF

82
83

The NPF targets seven commercial species of prawns including
White Banana, Redlegged Banana, Brown Tiger, Grooved Tiger,
Blue Endeavour, Red Endeavour and Eastern King Prawns.
Leader Prawns or Black Tiger prawns, Scampi, Squid, Scallops
and Bugs are also taken. The fishery has two fishing seasons –
the banana prawn season which runs from late March to midJune and the tiger prawn season from August to the end of
November. In 2016/17, the total NPF prawn catch was 7523t
valued at $118.8 million.

Biagio Spinelli interview 24/7/18
https://www.afma.gov.au/sites/default/files/uploads/2018/04/NPF-Data-Summary-2017-FINAL.pdf
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Map 11: Area of the Northern Prawn Fishery

Aquaculture
Over recent years the outlook for aquaculture in the Northern Territory (NT) has been challenging.
Industry growth has slowed and many current operators have rationalised their levels of investment.
A review of the Northern Territory aquaculture industry in 2014 found that the current industry was
considered to be below a critical size for expansion and the prospects of future industrial scale
aquaculture in the NT were uncertain, but still prospective. As for many other development
opportunities in northern Australian, the aquaculture industry faces significant economic,
geographic, environmental and social challenges, including high transport and service delivery costs;
harsh, extreme and often unpredictable weather; a sparse population; infrastructure challenges; and
competition for skilled labour.
There continues to be significant challenges in the provision of sufficient transport and power
infrastructure for regional NT, distant to major centres such as Darwin and Gove. The growth of the
aquaculture industry in the NT is limited by the number of suitable land and sea-based sites around
growth areas (Darwin and Gove), the additional challenges to securing adequate land tenure
arrangements on Indigenous lands, and, in the case of many aquaculture tropical species,
competition in the same market segment as frozen imports from Asia.
In 2015/16 the NT aquaculture industry was valued at approximately $34.4 million (Pearl,
Barramundi and aquarium fish). Production by sector is not available because of confidentiality
restrictions. The number of pond-based Barramundi farm operators has reduced from four to one
which is now undergoing expansion (Humpty Doo), funded by the Northern Australia Infrastructure
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Fund (NAIF). It is now one of the largest Barramundi producers in Australia producing over 1000t pa.
There are five pearl culture licences owned by two operators (Paspaley and Ellies).

Barramundi
There is currently one large Barramundi farming operation (Humpty Doo) supplying approximately
3000t pa of fresh Barramundi to (predominantly) interstate markets, which has recently gained
$7.18m for the first of three stages (with potential up to $30m) funding from the Northern Australia
Infrastructure Fund plus $7.2m from ANZ Bank, and is now undergoing a major expansion of its
ponded area and subsequently carrying capacity and production. The funding included provision of a
solar farm, medium fish nursery and processing equipment.
All other Barramundi aquaculture ventures have been closed, except for one mainly acting as a
recreational fishing venue (Blackmore River near Middle Arm) operating at very small volumes.

Prospective ventures
In addition to existing aquaculture enterprises there are three prospective aquaculture initiatives:
1. Sea cucumber ranching and stock enhancement. A joint commercial/NT Government R&D
program on sea cucumbers has identified substantial sea ranching and stock enhancement
opportunities. Since 2005 a private company has invested significant R&D into production
techniques for large-scale sea cucumber ranching and stock enhancement. This company
owns all six wild sea cucumber licences across the NT and is working with Indigenous
communities to establish remote ranching and processing operations.
2. Large-scale pond-based prawn farming. A very large Tiger Prawn farming venture (Sea
Dragon has announced plans for Stage 1 construction on Legune Station, in the Victoria River
district, around 106km from Kununurra. The aim is to develop the world’s largest integrated
aquaculture enterprise, which at full scale is projected to have the capacity to produce over
100,000t of black tiger prawns per year84. The project includes a quarantine facility in
Exmouth, a processing facility in Kununurra (both in WA), with a core breeding centre, a
broodstock maturation centre located at Point Ceylon, Bynoe Harbour and a commercial
hatchery (able to supply up to 24 million post larvae per week) at Gunn Point.
Stage 1 of the Project Sea Dragon facility at Legune Station consists of three farms with a
total of 1120 hectares of land-based production ponds and associated infrastructure to
produce over 12 000 tonnes of prawns each year. The project is currently seeking finance,
and all plans are subject to financial close. Construction is planned to start in mid-2019.
Stage 1 is intended to be profitable in its own right, but there are considerable economies of
scale beyond that stage. In particular the headworks (water pumping infrastructure) are
sized for several stages, and for easy upgrading beyond that point, and the project obviously
would de-risk as construction, logistics and market unknowns are resolved.
At full scale the project would have the capacity to produce over 150 000 tonnes of black
tiger prawns a year for export. This would make the project the largest integrated
aquaculture development globally.

84

InvestNT, 2017; WA Gov, 2017
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The Legune facility is based on a sublease of land (including a land-use agreement) and
various other matters from the pastoral property of Legune Station (which has subsequently
been purchased in December 2018). Seafarms has completed its final stage of project
planning involving detailed engineering; environmental and planning approvals; and
financial structuring, and is now moving into tendering construction contracts. The Stage 1
construction includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

3 farms, each of 36-40 ponds of 10ha each;
Internal farm recycling ponds (IFRP) of a nominal 324 hectares;
An intake structure and pump station at Forsyth Creek suitable for operating
seawater intake pumps;
An intake settlement basin;
A main feeder canal (MFC) for the
delivery of seawater;
A freshwater feed channel to deliver
freshwater to each farm;
A main discharge canal (MDC);
An environmental protection zone
and constructed marine wetlands
(EPZ);
A power plant footprint and
installation of an initial power
generation capacity to meet
approximately 16MW of peak
demand at the Grow-out Centre, comprising hybrid solar and duel fuelled
engines;
Diesel and LNG supply and storage infrastructure (suitable for Stage 1
generation) to the power generation facility;
Facilities at Legune, compromising workshops, warehouses, administration,
laboratories, feed storage, harvesting facilities etc.
Diesel supply and storage for light and heavy vehicles; and
A central village at Legune, and distributed on-farm accommodation.

The project is funded by a A$25m equity investment Nippon Suisan Kaisha (Nissui) that
includes marketing rights for a portion of the production, but has not yet achieved financial
close on debt funding. The full project may require $1.45bn to construct.
3. Large-scale, sea-based finfish cage culture
Between 2000-2004 a sea cage Barramundi initiative was successfully operating in the
waters of the Tiwi Islands. The NT Government provided R&D support and commercially
supplied fingerlings produced by the Darwin Aquaculture Centre. The company was planning
expansion into sites around the Darwin region when it was bought out and the operation
closed down. Although the economic viability of the operation appeared sound, no further
investment in finfish cage culture has occurred in the NT.
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